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اﻟﺮﻏﻢ ﻣﻦ أن ﺗﻜﺎﻣﻞ اﺧﺘﺮاق آﺒﻴﺮ ﻟﻄﺎﻗﺔ اﻟﺮﻳﺎح ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﺎم إرﺳﺎل ﻣﻮﺟﻮد ﻻ ﺗﺘﻄﻠﺐ إﻋﺎدة ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ 
. ﺪرﺋﻴﺴﻴﺔ، ﻓﺈﻧﻪ ﻳﺴﺘﻠﺰم ﻣﺮاﻗﺒﺔ إﺿﺎﻓﻴﺔ وﻣﻌﺪات ﺗﻌﻮﻳﻀﻴﺔ ﻟﺘﻤﻜﻴﻦ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﻓﻲ ﻣﻦ اﺿﻄﺮاﺑﺎت ﻧﻈﺎم ﺷﺪﻳ
هﺬﻩ . ﻣﻐﻨﺎﻃﻴﺲ داﺋﻢ ﻣﺘﻐﻴﺮة ﺳﺮﻋﺔ ﻓﻲ هﺬﻩ اﻟﺪراﺳﺔ( GSMP)وﻳﻌﺘﺒﺮ ﻧﻈﺎم ﻣﻮﻟﺪ رﻳﺎح ﻣﻮﻟﺪ ﻣﺘﺰاﻣﻦ 
ﻧﻈﺎم ( GSMP)اﻷﻃﺮوﺣﺔ ﻳﻄﻮر ﻧﻤﻮذج ﻟﻤﻐﻨﺎﻃﻴﺲ داﺋﻢ ﻋﻨﻔﻪ اﻟﺮﻳﺎح ﻣﺘﻐﻴﺮة اﻟﺴﺮﻋﺔ ﻣﻮﻟﺪ ﻣﺘﺰاﻣﻦ 
ﺼﻞ  ﻓGSMPﺛﺎﺑﺘﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﻮﻻت اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻧﻈﻢ . ﺑﻤﺎ ﻓﻲ ذﻟﻚ دﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﺎت ﻣﻔﺼﻠﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺪواﺋﺮ اﻟﻤﺤﻮل
ﺗﻮاﺗﺮ اﻟﻤﻴﻜﺎﻧﻴﻜﻴﺔ ﻟﻠﺪوار وﺗﺮدد اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻴﺔ، وهﻲ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻏﺮار آﻤﺼﺎدر اﻟﺘﻴﺎر اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ 
 ﻣﺮاﻗﺒﺔ أداء اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻓﻲ ﻋﺎﺑﺮة، وآﺬﻟﻚ آﻤﺎ هﻮ MOCTATSﻳﺘﻢ اﺳﺘﺨﺪام ﺟﻬﺎز . ﺗﺴﻴﻄﺮ ﻋﻠﻴﻬﺎ ﺣﺎﻟﻴﺎ
 .اﻟﺤﺎل ﻓﻲ ﺣﺎﻟﺔ ﻣﺴﺘﻘﺮة
   
ات اﻟﻜﻬﺮﺑﺎﺋﻴﺔ، ﻓﻀﻼ ﻋﻦ  ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪMOCTATSوﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻓﻲ ﺁﺛﺎر ﻣﻮﻗﻊ اﻟﺠﻬﺎز 
ﻟﺘﺤﺴﻴﻦ . اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ ﻟﻠﻤﺤﻮل وهﻮ ﺑﺤﺚ أﻓﻀﻞ ﻣﻜﺎن ﻣﻤﻜﻦ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻹﺷﺎرات اﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮة
، ﺗﻢ اﻟﺘﺤﻘﻴﻖ ﻗﺪرات اﻟﺘﺨﻤﻴﺪ اﻟﻀﻮاﺑﻂ ﺗﺤﻮﻳﻞ اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ اﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪ واﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺨﺪام GSMPﺗﺸﻐﻴﻞ ﻧﻈﺎم 
ﻳﺘﻢ اﻻﺿﻄﻼع ﺑﻬﺎ ﻣﻊ ﺗﻘﻨﻴﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺘﺤﻠﻞ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ اﻹﺷﺎرات اﻟﺼﻐﻴﺮة وﺟﺘﺼﻤﻴﻢ 
ﻧﺎﻟﻤﺤﺎآﺎة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺧﻄﻲ اﻟﻮﻗﺖ اﻟﻤﺠﺎل أﺟﺮﻳﺖ . أﻓﻀﻞ اﻻﺳﺘﻘﺮار إﺷﺎرة ﻟﻌﻨﺼﺮ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ اﻹدﺧﺎل اﻟﻤﺤﺪدة
ﻟﻠﺘﺤﻘﻖ ﻣﻦ ﺻﺤﺔ ﻧﺘﺎﺋﺞ ﻧﻤﻮذج إﺷﺎرة ﺻﻐﻴﺮة، وأﻳﻀﺎ ﻟﺘﻘﻴﻴﻢ أداء اﻟﻤﺮاﻗﺐ اﻟﻤﺎﻟﻲ ﻓﻴﻤﺎ ﻳﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﺑﺘﻌﺰﻳﺰ 
ﻮل ﻗﺪ اﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ أﻋ ﻰ رﻃﺒﺔ أوﺿﺎع اﻟﻤﺤ- ﻓﻘﺪ ﻟﻮﺣﻆ أن اﻟﻔﻬﺮس اﻟﺘﺤﻮﻳﺮ ﻟﻤﻮﻟﺪ اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ-ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺘﺸﻐﻴﻞ
 ﻳﻬﺪف DIP/IPوﺣﺪة ﺗﺤﻜﻢ .  ﻳﻘﻊ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺠﺎﻧﺐ اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ اﻟﻤﺤﻮلMOCTATSﻣﺘﺬﺑﺬﺑﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻨﻈﺎم ﻋﻨﺪ 
اﻟﻤﻜﺎﺳﺐ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺤﻜﻢ ﺗﻢ ﺿﺒﻄﻬﺎ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل . إﻟﻰ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ أداء ﻧﻈﺎم اﻟﺸﺒﻜﺔ ﻣﺘﺼﻞ اﻟﺘﻮرﺑﻴﻨﺎت اﻟﺮﻳﺤﻴﺔ
 .ﺗﺮدد ﻋﻠﻰ أﺳﺎس إﺟﺮاء ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ
 
  
 درﺟﺔ اﻟﻤﺎﺟﺴﺘﻴﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﻠﻮم
 ﺔ اﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻓﻬﺪ ﻟﻠﺒﺘﺮول واﻟﻤﻌﺎدنﺟﺎﻣﻌ
 اﻟﻈﻬﺮان، اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﻳﺔ
 
       
CHAPTER 1  
 
 
       INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Renewables and Wind Energy 
 
In traditional power systems a few large centralized power generation plants produce 
bulk of the power. The generated power is then transferred to consumers over long 
transmission lines. Today, the world is much more concerned about the environmental 
issues and energy security; thus governments around the world are relying on renewable 
energy for reducing the environmental problems caused by the conventional energy 
sources. As energy demand around the world increase, the need for renewable energy 
source that will not harm the environment has also been increased. Some projections 
indicate that the global energy demand will almost triple by 2050. One such example, to 
improve unfavorable earth environment in the field of the generation of electricity is 
wind farm, which are installed at an increasing tempo. Wind turbine technology has 
being undergoing a dramatic development and now is the world’s fastest growing energy 
[1-4]. Wind power growth with a 20% annual rate has experienced the fastest growth 
among all renewable energy sources since five years ago. It is predicted that by 2020 up 
to 12% of the world's electricity will have been supplied by wind power[1].  
 
When compared to other renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic, wave and tidal 
power, wind power is a relatively cheap source of renewable energy. Therefore, the 
promotion of renewable energy by a number of governments has led to a strong growth 
of wind power in the respective countries. The countries with the highest total installed 
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capacity are Germany (20 622 MW), Spain (11 615 MW), USA (11 603 MW), India 
(6270 MW) and Denmark (3136 MW)[1]. According to global wind energy council 
report, Europe continues to lead the market with 48 545 MW of installed capacity at the 
end of 2006, representing 65% of the global total, and the European wind energy 
association has set a target of satisfying 23% European electricity needs with wind 
energy by 2030[4]. It is clear that the global market for the electrical power produced by 
wind turbine generators has been increasing steadily, which directly pushes the wind 
technology into a more competitive area. 
 
1.2 Wind Turbine Systems 
 
The development of modern wind power conversion technology has been going on since 
1970s, and the rapid development has been seen from 1990s. The worldwide market for 
the electrical power generated by the wind system generator has been rising 
progressively, which promptly impels the wind technology into a highly competitive 
environment. Various wind turbine concepts have been developed and different wind 
generators have been built that are generally of two types: Fixed Speed and Variable 
Speed. Fixed speed generators are induction generators with capacitor bank for self-
excitation or two-pole pairs or those which use rotor resistance control. Variable speed 
wind turbines are connected to the grid using power electronic technology and maximize 
effective turbine speed control. Variable speed generators are either DFIG (which is a 
round rotor machine) or full power converters such as permanent magnet synchronous 
generators, or externally magnetized synchronous generators[4]. 
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Additionally, a variety of innovative concepts of wind turbines appear, for example, an 
interesting alternative may be a mixed solution with a gearbox and a smaller low speed 
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG), because direct-drive wind generators 
are becoming larger and even more expensive for increasing power levels and decreasing 
rotor speeds. 
 
1.2.1 Fixed Speed Concept 
Historically induction generator (IG) has been extensively used in commercial wind 
turbine units. Asynchronous operation of induction generators is considered an advantage 
for application in wind turbine systems, because it provides some degree of flexibility 
when the wind speed is fluctuating. There are two main types of induction machines:  
squirrel cage and wound rotor[3, 4]. The induction generator based on Squirrel-Cage 
rotor (SCIG) is a very popular machine because of its low price, mechanical simplicity, 
robust structure, and resistance against disturbance and vibration. The wound-rotor is 
suitable for speed control purposes. By changing the rotor resistance, the output of the 
generator can be controlled and also speed control of the generator is possible. Although 
wound rotor induction generator has the advantage described above, it is more expensive 
than a squirrel-cage rotor. Its rotation speed can only vary slightly which is almost “fixed 
speed” in comparison with the other wind turbine concepts.  
 
In the early 1990’s, almost every wind turbine installed was operated at fixed speed, 
irrespective of wind speed[5]. The rotor speed of the turbine is fixed to the speed defined 
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by the normal frequency of the power grid to which the turbine is connected.  The gear 
ratio and the design of generator permit the rotor to rotate at this fixed speed for variable 
wind speeds[6]. The standard electrical system for fixed speed wind turbine is the 
squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG) connected to grid as shown in Figure 1.1. To 
compensate for the no-load current of the generator, a capacitor bank is installed which 
reduces the reactive power demand. Moreover, a thyristor based soft starter is employed 
to reduce the inrush current. 
 
  Figure 1.1 Structure of Fixed Speed Wind Turbine. 
 
The well-known advantages of SCIG are their robustness, ease and relatively lower cost 
for mass production. In addition, SCIG enables stall-regulated machines to operate at a 
constant speed when it is connected to a large grid, which provides a stable control 
frequency.  
 
The disadvantages of SCIG for the fixed speed wind turbine concept are that only speeds 
higher than the synchronous are possible for generator operation. Additionally, the fixed 
speed concept means that wind speed fluctuations are directly translated into 
electromechanical torque variations, this causes high mechanical and fatigue stresses on 
the system (turbine blades, gearbox and generator) and may result in swing oscillations 
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between turbine and generator shaft. Also the periodical torque dips because of the tower 
shadow and shear effect are not damped by speed variations and result in higher flicker. 
 
1.2.2 Variable Speed Fixed-Frequency Generators 
A variable speed wind turbine runs at a certain speed relative to the current wind speed, 
defined by the optimal tip-speed ratio, in order to produce maximum power [4, 5]. The 
energy captured can be increased by using an active pitch, which adjusts the pitch angle 
instantaneously to the wind speed. Unfortunately, this advantage can be utilized only at 
low or medium wind speeds as the bandwidth of the pitch control results in overload due 
to large wind power fluctuations at high wind speed. The stall-controlled wind turbine 
can be designed to manage power overload but this increases the cost of the electrical 
system. 
 
Variable-speed operation of wind turbines offers certain advantages: mechanical stress is 
reduced, torque oscillations are not transmitted to the grid; can operate below rated wind 
speed, and the rotor speed is controlled to achieve maximum aerodynamic efficiency. To 
improve their efficiency, many modern wind generators adopt a variable speed operation 
in one of two ways: direct AC to AC frequency converters, such as the cyclo-converters; 
or using voltage controlled inverters (AC-DC-AC), which convert power at varying 
frequencies at the variable-speed generator to DC, and then use some form of power 
electronics to convert the DC power back to AC at a fixed frequency appropriate for the 
grid connection. The two most interesting configurations in variable speed operation of 
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wind turbines are DFIG (Doubly Fed Induction Generator) with partially 30% back to 
back converters and the direct driven PMSG with full scale power converters[2, 3]. Many 
papers have proven that the direct driven PMSG is a good choice due to the elimination 
of gearbox, the advances in power electronics technology, the higher efficiency of PMSG 
and the wide range of speed control in the PMSG[4, 5, 7]. The full scale power 
converters are divided into generator and grid side converters. The generator side 
converter is used mainly to control the electrical torque of the generator to obtain the 
optimum power. The grid side converter is used mainly to control the dc bus voltage and 
the reactive power flow to the grid. The behavior of the variable frequency control and 
the associated wind turbine generator system relies on the performance of its control 
system. With well-designed controllers, it is possible to increase the chance of the wind 
turbine generating system (WTGS) to remain in service during grid disturbances.  
 
In the last decade, various modern control techniques such as adaptive control, variable 
structure control and intelligent control have been studied for controlling the nonlinear 
components in power systems. However, these control techniques have few real 
applications probably due to their complicated structures or the lack of confidence in 
their stability. Therefore, in this research the conventional PI controllers, because of their 
simple structures, will be utilized for control of the wind turbines equipped with PMSG 
[8-12].Hence, it can be concluded that Permanent magnet wind generators are used in 
variable speed, direct-driven wind energy conversion systems (WECS), whilst induction 
generators are used in constant, semi-constant speed and geared systems. If speed of 
generator varies with wind speed, the wind generator may be used at the peak power and 
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received the maximum power from the wind. Eliminating the gear-box between the 
generator shaft and wind turbine such varying speed generator is possible[7, 13]. 
 
1.3 Variable speed wind turbine PMSG control systems 
 
Though wind power is considered as a prospective energy source, wind power fluctuation 
due to randomly varying wind speed is still a serious problem for power grid companies 
or transmission system owners (TSOs). Therefore, it is essential to emphasize the 
research on the smoothening of wind power fluctuation by using some control scheme at 
the generator side or the load side. It is possible to smoothen the wind power fluctuation 
up to a certain range by the blade pitch angle control of the wind turbine[14]. The load 
side controls are generally converter or energy storage based. In some reports, a battery 
energy storage system (BESS) or static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) 
integrated with BESS [15, 16] has also been proposed to smoothen wind power 
fluctuation. Another relatively new energy storage technology is energy capacitor storage 
(ECS),which is composed of power electronic devices and electric double layer capacitor 
(EDLC)[17].  
 
1.4 Problem Statement 
 
Some of the major concerns of variable speed wind generating systems are the stability 
issues, power quality and voltage instability problems occurring in a power system that 
are not able to meet the reactive power demand during faults and heavy loading 
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conditions. Low voltage ride through (LVRT) is a recently introduced requirement that 
transmission operators demand from wind farms.  
 
Among the energy storage elements STATCOM is a relatively popular device. The main 
motivation for choosing STATCOM in wind farms is its ability to provide voltage 
support either by supplying / absorbing reactive power into the system[18, 19]. A 
STATCOM is reported to be effective in providing LVRT for wind turbines in a wind 
farm but its application in terms of PMSG system are not fully explored. For example, 
the ideal location of the device needs careful investigation. Stability studies in variable 
speed wind turbine generating systems are required to ensure a safe operation with good 
performance.  
 
1.5 Thesis Objective 
 
A major objective of this research is to study the impact of a variable-speed wind turbine-
PMSG system in terms of transient performance for the power system and to design 
controllers so that the transients are adequately controlled [11, 20]. The design should be 
robust to perform well for a reasonable set of operating conditions. A STATCOM is 
proposed to be used as a control device, and its ideal location in terms of transient 
performance will be investigated. Damping properties of the various input signals will be 
explored. The suggested steps to achieve the aims of the thesis are as follows: 
 
1. Developing a non-linear model of wind turbine connected to PMSG two-mass 
system for a single machine modeling including STATCOM controller. 
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2. Developing a linearized model of wind turbine connected PMSG two-mass 
system for a single machine infinite bus system decoupled through static-
converters along with STATCOM controller. This is required for control design. 
3. Carrying out nonlinear and linearized time-domain simulations and comparison of 
the responses for STATCOM on both generator and grid sides. 
4. Evaluation of damping properties of various controls through decomposition 
techniques such as SVD, Hankel etc. 
5. Design of the PI/PID controllers through frequency response methods. 
6. Investigation of the uncontrolled & controlled system response and identify the 
proper control including the location of the STATCOM controller. 
 
1.6 Thesis Organization 
 
The organization of the thesis is as follows: In chapter 2, a literature survey of the wind 
turbine generators, variable speed operation techniques and application of FACTS 
devices in WECS are discussed. The recent studies on hybrid models, stability issues and 
their solutions and various control techniques are included. 
 
Chapter 3 presents the detailed nonlinear and linear models of variable speed PMSG 
wind generation systems along with STATCOM controller.  
 
In Chapter 4 small signal analysis is done to verify the damping properties of the 
composite system with and without STATCOM device. Also the best possible location of 
the STATCOM controller for stability enhancement will be examined and establishes the 
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hierarchies of controls in terms of dynamic performance enhancement through minimum 
singular value decomposition, Hankel singular value decomposition and residue 
principles. Control design is carried out with the best stabilizing signal for the control 
input identified. 
 
In Chapter 5 non-linear time domain simulations have been carried out to validate the 
findings of the small signal model and also to assess the controller performance in terms 
of enhancing system operation. Simulation studies are carried out with and without 
STATCOM device for various disturbances in the system. 
 
Finally, conclusion and suggested future work are presented in chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2  
 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The literature review on this subject is divided into three sections. In the first section, 
types of wind turbine generators and the recent studies on permanent magnet 
synchronous generator (PMSG), wind system and the application of power electronics for 
variable speed operation are documented. In the second section, application of FACTS 
devices for variable speed operation of PMSG, connected to grid will be discussed. In the 
last section, several control techniques and decomposition methods which help in 
improving the performance of variable speed operation of PMSG WECS have been 
discussed. 
 
2.1 Wind Turbine Generators 
 
The common types of AC generator [4, 13, 21] that are possible candidates in modern 
wind turbine systems are as follows: 
 
1) Squirrel-Cage rotor Induction Generator (SCIG),  
2) Wound-Rotor Induction Generator (WRIG),  
3) Doubly-Fed Induction Generator (DFIG),  
4) Synchronous Generator (With external field excitation)and, 
5) Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG).  
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There are many wind turbine manufacturers who produce different wind turbine 
technologies. Table 2.1 gives a list of all the MW range WTs manufactured by various 
producers and their technical specifications[4]. 
Table 2.1 Types of wind turbines produced by various wind generator manufacturers 
Wind Turbine Rated Speed 
Cut out 
speed Generator Power Control 
GE 1.5 MW 13 m/s 25 m/s DFIG Active blade pitch 
GE 2.5 MW 12.5 m/s 25 m/s PM generator Active blade pitch 
GE 3.6 MW 14 m/s 27 m/s DFIG Active blade pitch 
VESTAS1.65 MW 13 m/s 20 m/s Asynchronous Active Stall 
VESTAS 1.8 MW 15 m/s 25 m/s Asynchronous with Optislip OptiSlip / Pitch 
VESTAS 3 MW 15 m/s 25 m/s Asynchronous with Optispeed 
OptiSpeed and 
OptiTip Pitch 
regulation 
NORDEX 2.5 MW 15 m/s 25 m/s DFIG Pitch 
NORDEX 3 MW 13 m/s 25 m/s DFIG Pitch 
SUZLON 0.95 MW 11 m/s 25 m/s Asynchronous Pitch 
SUZLON 1.25 MW 13 m/s 25 m/s Asynchronous Pitch 
 
A conventional wind turbine rotating at fixed speed connected to the normal utility grid is 
modeled in[22]. Utilizing this model, the detailed short circuit analysis is done. A three-
phase fault is applied in proximity to wind turbine generator, and detached immediately 
by disconnecting the faulted line. The base case is also used to analyze and discuss the 
effect of various mechanical, electrical and operating parameters for the certain critical 
fault-clearing time. The parameters examined are the wind speed, the power output, the 
short-circuit power at the connection bus, the distance to the fault, the reactive power 
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compensation, the hub-generator resonant frequency, the distance between generator and 
faulted point, the rotor inertia etc. The proposed methodology is very well organized to 
analyze the transient stability performance in fixed speed wind system. 
 
Equivalent wind system models operating at fixed speed are proposed in[23] by 
accumulating the wind turbines into an approximate equivalent wind turbine which can 
operate on an equivalent wind system electric network. Two effective equivalent wind 
turbines have been designed. The first equivalent model for accumulated wind turbines 
operated efficiently for identical winds, the other equivalent model is extended to operate 
with different incoming winds.  
 
Various dynamic models of fixed speed wind turbine, comprising of a comprehensive 
model and reduced third order equivalent model of wind systems with fixed speed wind 
turbine generators is presented in[24]. The power system stability studies were also 
presented with the stator flux transient incorporated. The fault ride through capability of 
the generator has been investigated for a symmetrical three phase fault on the grid bus. 
 
The concept has been continuously further developed, for example in the so-called active 
stall designs, where the blade pitch angle can be changed towards stall by the control 
system. This is the conventional concept applied by many Danish wind turbine 
manufacturers during the 1980s and 1990s. The upwind, stall-regulated, three-bladed 
wind turbine concept using a SCIG is also referred to as ‘Danish concept’. Since the 
SCIG always draws reactive power from the grid, during the 1980s this concept was 
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extended with a capacitor bank for reactive power compensation. Smoother grid 
connection was also achieved by incorporating a soft-starter[25]. Furthermore, a pole-
changeable SCIG has been used, which leads two rotation speeds. 
 
For variable speed wind turbines, many different arrangements of electrical systems are 
possible. Three types of configurations are shown in Figure 2.1. Type-A corresponds to a 
limited variable speed wind turbine generator with variable rotor resistance. Type-B is a 
limited variable speed doubly fed induction generator wind turbine connected with a 
partial frequency converter to the utility network. These two configurations of wind 
systems cannot be operated in standalone mode as the induction generator consumes 
reactive power from the grid or power electronic systems to generate its exciting current 
in the rotor. Therefore when isolated from the utility network, lack of excitation current 
may cause induction generator to stop. Aerodynamic control combined with Type-A 
concept is mostly passive stall, and as a consequence there are few active control options, 
besides connecting and disconnecting, especially if there is no blade pitch change 
mechanism. 
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Figure 2.1 Structures of the variable speed wind turbine systems 
 
Type-C is a permanent magnet synchronous generator connected to the main grid through 
a full frequency converter. PMSG wind turbine has several benefits. There are no field 
windings; external excitation is provided by the permanent magnet instead of the coils 
hence they can be operated without providing external excitation. The PMSG has the 
capability of variable speed control due to its change in rotor speed in a large range which 
makes the maximum power point tracking function easier. Due to the low rotational 
speed of PMSG wind turbine, gear box can be omitted and thus reducing the cost. In a 
recent research, the most critical component in wind system is found to be the gear box 
due to its high downtime per failure in comparison with other system components. 
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In terms of wind power generation technology, as a result of numerous technical benefits 
(higher energy yield, reducing power fluctuations and improving var supply) the modern 
MW-size wind turbines always use variable speed operation which is achieved by power 
electronics converters[4, 13, 21]. These converters are typically associated with 
individual generators and they contribute significantly to the costs of wind turbines. 
Between variable speed wind turbine generators doubly fed induction generators (DFIGs) 
and permanent magnet synchronous generators (PMSGs) with primary converters are 
emerging as the preferred technologies[4]. An important aspect to be considered in 
modeling variable speed wind generation systems is the behavior of the static converters, 
which are invariably present in this type of technology. The models utilized to these 
components must adhere to the general simplifying assumptions that must be done to 
consider the interconnection of the wind generation to the electrical power system. 
Amongst many variable speed concepts, the DFIG equipped wind turbine has many 
advantages over others. When compared with conventional induction generators, the 
DFIG may have several advantages which depend on how the frequency converter 
control is arranged, as [26]: 
1. An ability to control reactive power and support grid voltage 
2. Decoupled control of active and reactive power that means independent 
control of torque and rotor excitation current.  
 
During the last decade, the concept of the variable-speed wind turbine (VSWT) equipped 
with a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has received increasing attention due to its 
noticeable advantages over other wind turbine concepts[2, 4]. In the DFIG concept, the 
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induction generator is grid-connected at the stator terminals, but the rotor terminals are 
connected to the grid via a partial-load variable frequency AC-DC-AC converter (VFC) 
and a transformer. The VFC only needs to handle a fraction (25-30%) of the total power 
to achieve full control of the generator. Compared to the fixed-speed wind turbine with 
induction generator, the VSWT with DFIG can provide decoupled control of active and 
reactive power of the generator, more efficient energy production, improved power 
quality, and improved dynamic performance during power system disturbances such as 
network voltage sags and short circuits[13, 27]. Compared to the VSWT equipped with a 
synchronous generator, in which a full load VFC is connected directly between the 
generator stator and the grid, the VFC of the DFIG is smaller in size and therefore much 
cheaper. The small-signal stability of the DFIG has been examined in papers, either for 
open-loop [28] or with control loops [29]. The impact of variable-speed wind turbines on 
power system oscillations has been treated in [30]with a constant power model for 
variable-speed wind turbines. Modeling with back to back PWM converters and their 
applications to variable speed wind-energy generation has been observed in [31]. An 
optimal tuning procedure for rotor side converter controllers for DFIG used for power 
system stability study is also presented in [28]. It is particularly observed that both the 
stator and rotor dynamics should be incorporated for optimally tuning controller 
parameters. Hence, it can be said that with VSWTs becoming more popular, DFIGs are 
preferred over conventional induction generators. 
 
As far as variable-speed generation is concerned, it is necessary to produce constant-
frequency electric power from a variable-speed source. Another type of generator that has 
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been proposed for wind turbines in several research articles is synchronous generator. 
This type of generator has the capability of direct connection (direct-drive) to wind 
turbines, with no gearbox [7-13].  This advantage is favorable with respect to lifetime and 
maintenance. Synchronous machines can use either electrically excited or permanent 
magnet (PM) rotor [32]. The PM and electrically-excited synchronous generators (EESG) 
differ from the induction generator in that the magnetization is provided by a Permanent 
Magnet pole system or a dc supply on the rotor, featuring providing self-excitation 
property. Self-excitation allows operation at high power factors and high efficiencies for 
the PM synchronous generators. Advantages of the PM generators include simple design 
of rotor, lack of slip rings and generator excitation, lower temperature rise and 
consequently improvement of the efficiency [33]. 
 
PM generators are classified into four groups: radial flux, axial flux, tooth pole and cross-
field. It has been proved that most wind turbine PM generators are radial flux and axial 
flux types. The inner rotor, radial flux PM generators are more popular due to their low 
cost and easy construction. In [7], Three 500 kW wind generators consists of; (i) a 4-pole, 
fixed speed induction generators with gear-box, (ii) a fixed speed synchronous generator 
with gear-box, frequency converter, (iii) a variable speed PM generator with no gear-box 
with frequency converter have been studied and it has been shown that gearless PM 
generator has higher efficiency over all speeds and loads because of lower core losses, 
rotational losses and gear losses over low speeds. This thesis plays a significant role in 
this concept, where the gear-box is replaced by using high efficiency low speed PMSG as 
shown in Fig. 2.1.The PMSG can be connected directly to the wind turbine, which results 
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in a simple mechanical system. Many disadvantages can also be avoided in gearless 
WTG. The noise caused mainly at high rotational speed can be reduced and also high 
overall efficiency and reliability are achieved in addition to reduced weight and 
diminished need for maintenance. However, the WTG can extract maximum power at 
different wind speeds. In the variable speed operation, there is a reduction of the drive 
train noise, reduction in mechanical stresses, and the increased energy capture [4, 7, 13].  
 
Moreover, relatively small size generators can be built based on their power ratings. 
PMSG machines have comparatively larger air gaps which hamper the flux linkage even 
in the multi-pole machine[34]. The dynamic model with pitch angle and stability control 
schemes of a variable speed wind turbine with permanent magnet synchronous generator 
(PMSG) is created in[35]. The model comprises of a PMSG, the pitch angle controlled 
wind turbine and a drive train model. The drive train model employs single mass model 
to represent the generator mechanical characteristics. The control strategy development 
involves the pitch angle control for wind turbine and a speed control block for PMSG. 
 
The comprehensive model and control strategy development of variable speed wind 
generator is also very well depicted in[36]. In order to find out the gain in energy 
obtained from one methodology over the other, many models of off-grid wind generator 
systems have been designed in matlab/simulink [37]. All methodologies under 
consideration have the same parameters and components. A new technique is proposed to 
track the maximum energy from a 20kW PMSG and a fair comparison is done with the 
results of previous control schemes. In [16, 38]stand-alone wind energy systems (i.e., 
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systems not connected to the utility grid) are presented, that is considered as an effective 
way to provide continuous power to electrical loads. 
 
In [8-10, 12], detailed modeling and control system of variable speed PMSG wind 
generator system are presented, but the steady state and dynamic performances are not 
analyzed sufficiently. In [39], the transient characteristic of variable speed wind turbine 
PMSG is discussed for a step change of generator speed, but no fault condition is 
considered there. In [11], the transient stability of VSWT-PMSG is analyzed in detail. 
For the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) operation, rotor speed is used as a 
controller input instead of wind speed, because the rotor speed can be measured precisely 
and more easily than the wind speed. Different types of symmetrical and unsymmetrical 
faults were considered to be occurred at several locations. It was found that by 
controlling the power converters of PMSG in proper way, the transient stability of 
VSWT-PMSG can be enhanced. 
 
In order to solve the problem with short circuit faults, some measures are proposed about 
the low voltage ride through capability of the wind turbine with PMSG. FACTS/energy 
storage system (ESS) have recently emerged as more promising devices for power system 
applications, which have the ability to improve both voltage and power quality of wind 
generator as it can control both active and reactive power which is very well depicted in 
[40]. Besides, a braking resistor may be inserted into the dc circuit of the frequency 
converter, in parallel with the capacitor. It is used to dissipate the excessive energy during 
grid faults [41]. In [42] low-voltage ride-through (LVRT) capability of a 2MW-level 
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variable speed wind turbine with a PMSG was investigated. A new control scheme was 
designed and simulated for the wind turbine that allows it to be connected to the grid 
during transient grid faults. This control scheme emphasizes the regulation of dc-link 
voltage so as to protect the power electronic system under faults. 
 
2.2 Application of STATCOM in WECS 
 
Only recently, after the increase in wind power penetration, have some stringent 
interconnection rules, known as “grid codes” with which these wind plants have to 
conform been developed. These grid codes require that wind turbine generators are 
treated more like conventional generating units and participate in grid voltage and 
frequency regulation[43]. To facilitate WT participation in frequency control there are 
two major controls: turbine-based control and substation-based control. In turbine-based 
control systems, each turbine has to have some specific control capabilities, such as 
power factor or reactive power (Q) control. In substation-based control, some kind of 
reactive power compensation is either provided by switched capacitors (manual or static 
compensation) or FACTS devices[44]. 
 
Power control is necessary for all connection requirements for wind turbines, which vary 
widely according to the short circuit capacity of the system. The relative impedance for 
weak grids is high, so the impact of Q support is usually significant. If wind turbines are 
connected to a weak system, more power control is required to keep the system stable 
during and after a fault[18, 19, 45, 46].  
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A turbines low voltage ride through (LVRT) capability is its ability to survive a transient 
voltage dip without tripping. Wind turbines’ LVRT capability is vital for wind farm 
interconnection because the tripping of a wind farm due to a fault on a nearby power line 
results in the loss of two major system components (the line and the wind farm).It is 
important to modify the performance of the wind energy systems by modifying the 
design of mechanical and electrical systems. One such modification can be done by 
employing STATCOM which act as a central controller to the grid connected wind 
turbine system[18, 19, 46].The STATCOM is from the family of FACTS devices that can 
be used effectively in wind farms to provide transient voltage support to prevent system 
collapse. The STATCOM can also contribute to the low voltage ride through requirement 
because it can operate at full capacity even at lower voltages. In this thesis, a voltage 
source converter (VSC) PWM technique based STATCOM is proposed to stabilize grid 
connected PMSG based variable speed wind turbine. 
 
The rating of the STATCOM also decides the maximum reactive power that can be 
supplied, but usually they have some extra capability called the transient capability which 
is available to the system for a short period of time. The reactive power supplied is also 
dependent on the immediate reactive power sources in the system. The size of the wind 
turbine and the synchronous machine also influences on the reactive power capability. 
 
2.3 Control techniques of variable speed WT-PMSG system 
 
Large participation of electronically interfaced power sources with rapid variations 
disturbs the power system stability and can cause critical problems. This difficulty can be 
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overcome by employing static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) which can act as a 
central controller to the variable speed WT-PMSG system. 
 
The paper describes the design of a variable speed wind turbine PMSG system. 
Oscillatory modes have been identified in simulation studies. There are some modes 
which are responsible for instabilities in the system at some operating conditions. 
 
These critical modes dictate the initiation of control action to improve the performance of 
the variable speed wind turbine PMSG system. In the design and evaluation of the 
controllers, the properties of linear models such as the controllability and observability 
are employed. It is always important to know how difficult is to control the dominant 
mode from an input of the system. A theoretical explanation of the basics of singular 
value decomposition(SVD) used to measure the ability of inputs to control a mode is 
given in[47] - An investigation of the significance of singular value decomposition in 
power system dynamics. 
 
Generally, it is observed that variable speed wind turbine PMSG parameters change with 
generation and system loading making the system behavior quite different for different 
operating conditions. Whenever there is a drastic change in the power system operation 
parameters, the controller parameter which stabilize the system under normal operating 
condition, may no longer yield appropriate results due to the change of controller 
parameters in a complex manner. To maintain the required control performance and 
power quality during changing operating conditions, a fine tuning of controller 
parameters is required. A method for shifting the complex open loop poles to any desired 
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position while preserving the imaginary parts is presented in [48] - Optimal pole shifting 
for power system stabilization. In every step of this technique, it is required to solve a 
first-order linear matrix lyapunov equation for shifting one real pole and a second order 
equation for shifting two complex poles. The solution obtained using this approach is 
optimal with respect to quadratic performance index. In [49] power system stabilizer 
based on optimal pole shifting is proposed. An approach for shifting the real parts of the 
open-loop poles to any desired positions while preserving the imaginary parts is 
presented where the PSS is based on Riccati equation approach. 
 
In this thesis, nonlinear time-domain based as well as eigen-value based objective 
functions are proposed to minimize the error in the measured power and to enhance the 
damping characteristics, respectively. Also the nonlinear time-domain simulation has 
been done to evaluate the usefulness of the designed controllers under various loading 
and disturbance conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3  
 
DYNAMIC MODELING OF PMSG WIND SYSTEM 
 
The dynamic model of the permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) connected 
to wind turbine along with the power electronics converter circuits is developed in this 
chapter. A schematic diagram of the wind turbine-PMSG system connected to the power 
system grid is shown in Figure 3.1. The permanent magnet synchronous generator is 
driven by a horizontal axis wind turbine. The converters are located in between the 
generator terminals and the grid. The system model, given in the following, includes that 
of the wind turbine, the wind system, the PMSG, the converter circuits, the load and 
transmission line connected at grid side.  
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic of Variable Speed WT-PMSG connected to grid 
 
 
The stator of the PMSG is directly connected to the power electronics converter which is 
controlled by controlling the IGBT switches. The power electronics converter is a back-
to-back converter system consisting of two voltage source converters (VSC) connected 
through a DC link. The stator circuit of the generator feeds the generator side-converter 
(rectifier) system. The grid side-converter (inverter) system maximizes the power 
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injected into the DC link of the back-to-back converter with the active power exchanged 
with the grid. The power electronics frequency converter provides a connection between 
the stator circuit operating at variable frequency and the power grid being at the fixed 
frequency. The linearized model of each component is derived from their corresponding 
non-linear dynamics. 
 
3.1 The Wind Turbine and Wind System 
  
The mechanical power output in (Watt) of a wind turbine is related to the wind speed Vω 
in (m/sec) by [13, 33, 50] 
31 ( , )
2m p
P AC Vωρ λ β=
     
 ( 3.1 )   
   
 
Here, ρ is the air density and A is the swept area by the turbine blades. The power 
coefficient Cp is a function of both tip speed ratio, λ and the blade pitch angleβ. The tip 
speed ratioλ, which is the ratio of linear speed at the tip of blades to the speed of wind, is 
expressed as, 
t
ω
ω  R
λ = 
V         
( 3.2 ) 
where R and ωt are the radius and the mechanical angular velocity of the wind turbine. 
Analytical expressions for Cp as a function of λ and β employed in [13, 33, 50] are, 
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λ
   
( 3.3 ) 
 
Figure 3.2 & 3.3 shows the power co-efficient vs. tip speed ratio and mechanical power 
vs. turbine speed characteristics curves of a typical 2MW wind turbine for various wind 
velocities. Wind turbine data is given in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3.2 Power coefficient vs. tip speed ratio for different wind speeds 
From figure 3.2 it is clear that in variable speed wind turbine system, power coefficient is 
almost same for same pitch angle and different wind speeds. Whereas from figure 3.3, it 
is clear that the mechanical power Pm is having large variations in power output at 
different values of turbine speed and wind speed. To achieve MPPT, the variable speed 
wind turbine shall be operated at optimum value of turbine speed below the rated turbine 
speed for a given wind speed as shown in figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Power output vs. turbine speed characteristics of a wind turbine 
 
For closed form dynamic representation, the turbine power output given in figure 3.3 is 
expressed through an analytical expression in terms of wind turbine speed (nt). For 
example, for a wind velocity of 11.95m/s the expression for the power output as a 
function of speed nt (rpm) is obtained, by using Matlab function polyfit as, 
 
13 6 9 5 6 4
4 3 2
2.102 10 1.305 10 2.965 10
      28.750 10 1.030 143.348 4033.626
m t t
t t t
tP n n
n n n
− −
−
= − × + × − ×
+ × − + −
n−
7
 
In general, it can be written as; 
6 5 4 3 2
1 2 3 4 5 6      m t t t t t tP C n C n C n C n C n C n C= + + + + + +   (  3.4 ) 
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To extract maximum power, pitch angle control can also be applied at lower wind speed. 
Since, the power co-efficient Cp and the mechanical power Pm are function of blade pitch 
angle β, therefore by varying the pitch angle, mechanical power output can be varied as 
shown in figure 3.4. In this thesis pitch angle control is not considered therefore the value 
of angle β=0 for the complete analysis. 
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Figure 3.4 Power output vs. turbine speed characteristics for wind speed of 11.95m/sec 
 
3.2 The Variable Speed PMSG Model 
 
In this section, a non-linear model of the variable speed wind turbine-PMSG system is 
developed. The PMSG system model contains that of the permanent magnet generator 
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and its drive train system. The voltage-current-flux relationships of permanent magnet 
synchronous generator are written as;  
d d gd afd fd
q q gq
fd afd gd ffd fd
ψ = -X i +X i
ψ = -X i
ψ = -X i +X i        
(3.5) 
( )
( )
gd a gd g q d
o
gq a gq g d q
o
1V = - R i  - ω ψ + p ψ
ω
1V = - R i +ω ψ + p ψ
ω
 
( 3.6 ) 
      
Here, the term (constant), where, ψo is the residual flux linkage of permanent 
magnet rotor. Hence, equations (3.5) & (3.6) gets modified for permanent magnet rotor 
as, 
afd fd oX i  = ψ
d d gd
q q gq
ψ = -X i +ψ
ψ = -X i
o
        ( 3.7 ) 
( )
( )
gd a gd g q d
o
gq a gq g d q
o
1V = - R i  - ω ψ + p ψ
ω
1V = - R i +ω ψ + p ψ
ω
      ( 3.8 ) 
The equivalent circuit of a three phase permanent magnet synchronous generator 
considering sinusoidal flux distribution is as shown in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 Equivalent circuit of PMSG 
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Substituting equation (3.7) in (3.8), we get; 
( )
( )
d
gd a gd g q gq gd
o
q
gq g d gd a gq g o gq
o
XV = - R i +ω X i  - p i
ω
X
V = - ω X i  - R i +ω ψ - p i
ω
    (  3.9 ) 
 
The above can be expressed in terms of the following 2 equivalent circuits in terms of d-q 
quantities [7-13]. 
  
Figure 3.6 Equivalent circuit of PMSG in d-q axes. 
 
The differential equations relating voltage and current finally are; 
( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g gd
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g gq
q
ωp i = -R i +X i ω -V
X
ωp i = -X i ω -R i +ψ ω -V
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
    (  3.10 ) 
 
Drive Train Model of a Two Mass System: 
 
The wind energy conversion system (WECS) consists of wind turbine and PMSG with 
their respective inertias as Ht and Hg. Both the systems are connected through the shaft 
having stiffness co-efficient Ks and damping coefficients Dt and Dg for turbine and 
generator with respect to shaft system as shown in the figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7Drive train model of a two mass system 
 
The electromechanical equation for the drive train model can be derived as 4-first order 
differential equations [13]; 
o g
g s s ag g
g
p(δ) = ω (ω -1)
1p(ω ) = (K θ - P - D (ω -1))
2H g
     
(3.11 ) 
s o t g
t m s s t
t
p(θ ) = ω (ω -ω )
1p(ω ) = (P - K θ - D (ω -1))
2H t
)
                     
(3.12 ) 
Here, δ and ωg are the load angle and rotor speed of the PMSG, θs is the stiffness co-
efficient of the shaft and ωt is the turbine speed. Pm is the mechanical power of wind 
turbine (3.4), and Pag is the electrical air-gap power given as; 
(ag o g q q d g d g q gP = ψ i + (X -X )i i ω       (3.13) 
 
This can also be written as; 
 
( )2 2ag gd gd gq gq a gd gqP =V i +V i +R i +i                    (3.14) 
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3.3 Converter Models 
The configuration of the converters in the PMSG system is shown in Figure 3.8.  
 
Figure 3.8 Variable Speed WT-PMSG connected to grid 
 
Since the PMSG is directly connected to the generator side-converter system, the voltage 
equation can be written as; 
 Vg = m1Vc α1                     
(  3.15 ) 
written in d-q frames, this is 
gd 1 c 1
gq 1 c 1
V = m V cosα
V = m V sinα        (  3.16 ) 
 
where, m1 is the modulation index of the generator side-converter system, α1 is the firing 
angle and Vc is the DC link capacitor voltage. The equation (3.16) can be modified by 
replacing the firing angle (α1) with (90o- δ) using phasor diagram as shown in Figure 3.9.  
g d 1 c
g q 1 c
V =  m V sinδ
V =  m V cosδ        
(  3.17 ) 
 
Substituting equation (3.17) in equation (3.10), we get; 
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Figure 3.9 Phasor diagram of PMSG 
( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωp i =  - R i  +  X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ωp i =  - X i ω - R i  +  ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
   
(  3.18 ) 
 
Now applying KVL, on the grid side-converter (inverter) system at bus Vi, as shown in 
figure 3.8, we get; 
i
i t i i i
o
X dV  = V  + R  I + . (I )
ω dt        
( 3.19 ) 
Breaking Vi, Vt, Ii along d-q axes rotating with synchronous frequency ωe at the grid 
side, the differential equations relating the inverter currents can be written as; 
( )
( )
o
id i id e i iq id td
i
o
iq e i id i iq iq tq
i
ωp i =  -R i + ω X i -V -V
X
ωp i =  -ω X i -R i + V -V
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
     (  3.20 ) 
here, i ,  and q     (  3.21 ) i idV = -V +jV q i id iqI = I +jI t td tV = V +jV
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Expressing the grid-side converter (inverter) system as,  
Vi = m2Vc α2   
( 3.22 ) 
ponents are, 
        (3.23 )   
where, m2 is the 
e get;  
Here,Y11 = g11 –jb11 is the load admittance, and Y12 = g12 –jb12 is the transmission line 
 along th
     
( 3.24 ) 
 
Substitution of equation (3.23) and (3.2
The d-q com
id 2 c 2V = m V cosα
iq 2 c 2V = m V sinα
modulation index of the grid side-converter (inverter) system, α2 is the 
extinction angle of the inverter and Vc is DC link capacitor voltage.  
Finally, applying KCL at the terminal voltage bus Vt of Figure 3.6, w
i L t 11 t b 12I  = I + I  = V .Y  + (V -V ).Y  
admittance. Considering that the grid bus voltage is e d-axis, the d-q components 
of Vt can be expressed as;  
td 1 id 2 iq b 1v  = k  i  + k i + V  (k .g12 2 12
tq 3 id 4 iq b 3 12 4 12
 - k .b )
v  = k  i  + k  i +V  (k .g  - k .b )
4) in equation (3.20), gives; 
( )
( )
o
id i 1 id e i 2  iq 2 c 2 b 1 12 2 12
ωp i =  -(R +k )i +(ω X -k )i -m V cosα -V (k g - k b )⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
i
o
iq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 b 3 12 4 12
i
X
ωp i =  -(ω X + k )i -(R +  k )i +m V sinα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( 3.25 )
The expressions for k1, k2, k3 & k4 and derivation of equation (3.24) are presented in 
 
 
detail in Appendix B. 
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DC Link Capacitor: 
The transfer of real power from the generator into the grid can be realized through the 
DC-link by keeping its voltage constant. The current in the DC-link is discontinuous as it 
 
is switched on or off with respect to the switching frequency of the converter. This 
process induces voltage ripples in the DC-link capacitor which can be made small to the 
extent that the voltage appears virtually constant during switching period by selecting a 
large value of capacitor. On the other hand a small capacitor enables fast control of the 
DC-link voltage. Hence the selection of the size of the capacitor has to be a trade-off 
between the voltage ripples and fast changes in DC voltage. From the Figure 3.8, it can 
be seen that the dc power through the capacitor is, 
DC c c
d
dt      
P =V [C (V )]
   
( 3.26 ) 
If the converters are assumed to be lossless, we can write, 
       ( 3.28 ) 
 
Substituting equation (3.26) and (3.28) in (3.27), we get; 
 
e above equation yields; 
        ( 3.27 ) D C C in C o u tP =  P + P
where;  
cin gd gd gq
id id iq iq
P =V i +V i
i +V i
gq
coutP =-V
c c gd gd gq gq id id iq iqV C p(V ) = [V i +V i -V i +V i ]  
 
ubstituting the expressions for Vgd, Vgq and Vid, Viq in thS
c 1 gd 1 gq 2 id 2 2 iq 2
1p(V ) = [m i sinδ+m i cosδ-m i cosα +m i sinα ]
C     (  3.29 ) 
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3.4 The STATCOM Controller Model 
 
), was proposed by Gyugi [44] in 1998, 
hich use turn off devices like GTOs. STATCOM, previously known as STATCON or 
static condenser, is an advanced Static Var Compensator (SVC) using voltage source 
converters which in general, converts an input dc voltage into a three phase ac output 
voltage at fundamental frequency, with rapidly controllable amplitude and phase angle. 
In addition to this, the controller has a coupling transformer and dc capacitor. The control 
system can be designed to maintain the magnitude of the bus voltage constant by 
controlling the amplitude and / or the phase shift of the VSC output voltage [51-53]. The 
general arrangement of STATCOM is shown in Fig 3.10. As compared to conventional 
SVC, STATCOM does not require expensive large inductors, moreover it can also 
operate as reactive power sink or source flexibly, which makes STATCOM more 
attractive [18, 19, 45]. 
 
This research includes a STATCOM voltage source controller for control of transients 
arising out of electrical or mechanical phenomenon. Modelings were made with the 
STATCOM controller located on the generator side-converter and also on the grid side-
converter independently as depicted in the Figures 3.11 and 3.12 respectively.  
 
In general, the connection of the STATCOM to the PMSG system at bus having voltage 
Vx ∟Өx, is shown in Figure 3.10. Here, Vx can either be the generator terminal voltage 
Vg or the load bus voltage Vt. The STATCOM is modeled as a controllable voltage 
source which supplies the reactive power by varying the modulation index (mst) of the 
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM
w
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VSC. The storage capacitor can cater for limited real power through the variation of the 
phase angle (ψst).Hence, the general expression for the two cases will be; 
Vx = ׀Vx׀∟Өx                (3.30) 
 
The output voltage of the voltage source converter in terms of modulation index and 
phase angle can be written as; 
Vst = mst Vdc ∟ψst                ( 3.31) 
 
Figure 3.10 Basic Model of the STATCOM Controller 
 
Breaking the voltage in d-q components, we get; 
std st dc st V =  m V cosψ   ∴        (
stq st dc st     V =  m V sinψ
 3.32 ) 
 
Applying KVL at the terminal of the VSC gives; 
st
st x st st st
oω dt    
L d V + R  I + . (I )
   
( 3.33 ) 
 
Where, ,   and  q   
st and Lst are the resistance and inductance of the STATCOM; Vs
TATCOM output voltage and output current respectively.  
V  =
st std stqV = V +jV st std stqI = i +ji x xd xV = V +jV ( 3.34 ) 
 
Here, R t and Ist are the 
S
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Breaking the voltages and currents into d-q components and normalizing we can get, 
( )
( )
s t
s td s t s td x s t s tq s td x d
oω ( 3.35 )
s t
s tq x s t s td s t s tq s tq x q
o
V =  R i -ω L i + p i + V
LV =  ω L i + R i + p i + V
ω       
 
 
Substituting the expression for Vstd and Vstq from (3.32) in equation (3.35), we get; 
L
( )
( )
o
std st s td x st s tq st dc st x d
st
oω ⎡ ⎤
( 3.36 ) 
stq x st s td st s tq st d c st x q
st
ωp i  -R i +ω L i + m V co s(
L
=  -ω L i -R i + m V sin (ψ )-V
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎣ ⎦
   
If the STATCOM is located on the generator side Vxd and Vxq will be r y Vgd 
and Vgq respectively, and equation (3.36) will be written a
= ψ )-V
p i
eplaced b
s; 
( )
( )
o
std st std g st stq st dc st 1 c
st
ω
L
ω o
stq g st std st stq st dc st 1 c
st
p i =  -R i +ω L i + m V cos(ψ ) - m V sinδ
p i =  -ω L i -R i + m V sin(ψ ) - m V cosδ
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
  
( 3.37 ) 
Similarly, if the STATCOM is located at the load side, state equation (3.36) will take the 
form, 
( )
( )
oωp i = -k i - k i - R i +ω L i +m V cos(ψ )-V (k g  - k b )⎡ ⎤std 1 id 2 iq st std e st stq st dc st b 1 12 2 12
st
o
stq 3 id 4 iq e st std st stq st dc st b 3 12 4 12
st
L
ωp i = -k i - k i - ω L i -R i +m V sin(ψ )-V (k g  - k b )
L
⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( 3.38 ) 
Note that here angular frequency is given as ωe (grid frequency) instead om the 
definition given above, because ωt is denoted as another state variable (turbine speed). 
  
of ωt fr
Proceeding in a similar way as the PMSG converter DC link voltage equation, the Power 
balance on the STATCOM DC link capacitor gives,  
d c dc d c std std stq stq
dV [C (V )] =  - V i + V i
d t
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
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this can be simplified as; 
st
dc st std st stq
dc
mp(V ) =  - cosψ  i +  sinψ  i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦      
( 3.39 ) 
 
3.5 Non Linear Model of the Composite System 
 
From the component models developed, t e PMSG 
ind turbine including the wind system, the permanent magnet generator, the drive train 
and STATCOM controller can 
e written as,  
he composite dynamic model of th
w
system, the PMSG converters, the load, transmission line 
 [ , ]x f x u=&b        ( 3.40 ) 
 
 model with wn in 
mbining differential equations (3.11 - 3.14); (3.18); (3.25); 
rder model. 
where, x is the state vector,  gd gq g s t c id iq std stq dc[i  i  δ  ω  θ  ω  V  i  i  i  i  V ]  
And u is the vector of converter controls 1 2 2 st st[m  m  α  m  ψ ]  
The non-linear STATCOM on the generator side-converter as sho
figure 3.9, is obtained by co
(3.29); (3.37) & (3.39), forming the 12th o
 
Figure 3.11 Variable Speed WT-PMSG with STATCOM on generator side-converter 
 
The complete model is reproduced as; 
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( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωp i = - R i  + X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ωp i = - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
o g
g s s ag g
g
p(δ) = ω (ω -1)
1p(ω ) = [ K θ - P - D (ω -1) ]
2H
 
g
 
s o t g ω (ω  - ω )
t m s s t t
t2H  
p(θ ) =
1p(ω ) = [ P - K θ - D (ω -1) ]
c 1 gd std 1 gq stq 2 id 2 2 iq 2
1p(V ) = [m (i +i )sinδ+m (i +i )cosδ-m i cosα +m i sinα ]
C  
( )
( )
o
id i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 b 1 12 2 12
i
o
iq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 b 3 12 4 12
i
ωp i = -(R +k )i +(ω X -k )i -m V cosα -V (k g - k b )
X
ωp i = -(ω X + k )i -(R + k )i +m V sinα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( )
( )
o
s td s t s td g s t s tq s t d c s t 1 c
s t
o
s tq g s t s td s t s tq s t d c s t 1 c
s t
ωp i =  -R i +ω L i + m V c o sψ  - m V s in δ
L
ωp i =  -ω L i -R i + m V s inψ  - m V c o sδ
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
st
dc st std st stq
dc
mp(V ) = - cosψ  i + sinψ  i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
      
( 3.41 ) 
The Non-linear model with the STATCOM on the load side-converter as shown in figure 
3.10 is obtained by combining differential equations (3.11 – 3.14); (3.18); (3.25); (3.29); 
(3.38)& (3.39), forming the 12th order model to give the closed form state equations as; 
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( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωp i = - R i  + X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ωp i = - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
o g
g s s ag g
g
p(δ) = ω (ω -1)
1p(ω ) = [ K θ - P - D (ω -1) ]
2H  
g
s o t g
t m s s t t
p(θ ) = ω (ω  - ω )
1p(ω ) = [ P - K θ - D (ω -1) ]
2H t  
c 1 gd 1 gq 2 id 2 2 iq
1p (V ) =  [m i sinδ+ m i co sδ -m i cosα + m i sinα ]
C 2
 
 
Figure 3.12 Variable Speed WT-PMSG with STATCOM on grid side-converter 
( )
( )
o
id i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 1 std 2 stq b 1 12 2 12
i
o
iq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 3 std 4 stq b 3 12 4 12
i
ωp i = - (R +k )i +(ω X -k )i  - m V cosα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )
X
ωp i = - (ω X + k )i  - (R + k )i  + m V sinα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
( )
( )
o
std 1 id 2 iq st std e st stq st dc st b 1 12 2 12
st
o
stq 3 id 4 iq e st std st stq st dc st b 3 12 4 12
st
ωp i =  -k i - k i - R i +ω L i +m V cosψ  - V (k .g - k .b )
L
ωp i =  -k i - k i - ω L i - R i +m V sinψ  - V (k .g - k .b )
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
st
dc st std st stq
dc
mp(V ) = - cosψ  i + sinψ  i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦       
( 3.42 ) 
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3.6 Linearized Variable Speed PMSG System model 
The linear model of the PMSG-STATCOM system is required for control design 
purposes as will be shown in the following chapters. The system equations of the 
linearized model are written as 
;      (  3.43 ) 
where,  Δx atrices 
A, B will be different depending on the location of the STATCOM controller. Appendix 
C to E gives the details of the derivation of the A & B matrices for the STATCOM 
located at the generator as well as grid side of the PMSG system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Δx = A Δx + B Δu&
 is the perturbation or change in the original state variable X. Note the m
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CHAPTER 4  
 
SMALL SIGNAL ANALYSIS AND CONTROL DESIGN 
 
This chapter identifies the various available controls of the PMSG system including the 
converters and STATCOM device in terms of their damping behavior. A small signal 
analysis is carried out to find out the stability behavior of the system as the system output 
changes. Control design is carried out with the best stabilizing signal for the control input 
identified. 
.1 Small Signal Analysis 
he small signal analysis starts with the linearized system equations (3.43). For an 
ppropriate output variable y, the linearized system equations are expressed in the form, 
  
 
4
T
a
x Ax Bu
y Cx Du
= +
= +
&
  4.1 ) 
mall signal analysis is used to determ  for 
ping characteristics associated with them, if any. In the 
 
(b) With STATCOM on generator side-converter and  
(c) With STATCOM on grid side-converter. 
     (
S ine the frequency response of the system
control design and identifies dam
previous chapter of section 3.5, non-linear model of the composite system for two 
different configurations were developed as shown in figure 3.11& 3.12. In this section we 
will use the linearized model of the composite system given in appendix C to E, for 
performing small signal analysis. Eigen values will be obtained for three cases; 
(a) Without STATCOM
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For the study analysis nominal loading of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG system 
 
composite system are given in Appendix A. The Eigen values of the variable speed 
PMSG system with / without STATCOM are presented in Tables (4.1- 4.3). 
Table 4.1 Eigen values of the variable speed PMSG system without STATCOM. 
is taken as 65% for a nominal wind velocity of 11.95 m/sec with a load of 100% 
operating at a steady state grid bus voltage of 1.03 p.u. All the system parameters for the
 
 
PMSG Real part Imaginary Part 
-316.46 ± 886.91i 
+0.00 ± 28.48i 
-0.05 ± 3.73i 
-1.57 0 
 
-5.21 ± 315.05i 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2 Eigen values of the variable speed PMSG with STATCOM on generator side-converter. 
PMSG Real part Imaginary Part 
-316.46 ± 886.92i 
+0.33 ± 53.74i 
-0.08 ± 3.9i 
-1.68 0 
 
-5.19 ± 315.06i 
-21.21 ± 314.09i 
STATCOM 
-0.01  
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Table 4.3 Eigen values of the variable speed PMSG with STATCOM on grid rter. 
 
PMSG Real Imaginary Part 
side-conve
part 
-503 ± 1266.8i 
-0.0 ± 28.5i 
-0.10 ± 3.7i  
-1.3 0 
-5.3 ± 315i 
-24.9 ± 316.2i 
STATCOM 
-0.0  
 
 
The Eigen values identified as critical in t  their location from jω axis for a 
nominal loading of 0.65 p.u. are given in Table 4.4 as shown below. 
 
Table 4.4 Critical Modes for a nominal loadin 5 p.u. 
Eigen value values Component Modes 
erms of
g of 0.6
 
+0.00 ± 28.48i 
PMSG, WITHOUT 
STATCO
Electromechanical m
M 
odes 
+0.33 ± 53.74i 
PMSG, WIT
STATCOM o
generator side-co
Electromechanica
H  
n   
nverter 
l modes 
-0.0 ± 28.5i 
PMSG, WITH
STATCOM on gr
converter 
Electromechanica
 
id side- l modes 
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Figure 4.1 shows the variation of the real part of the dominant eigen value of the v
speed wind turbine PMSG system, when the power output is varied
ariable 
 from 0.1 to 1.2 p.u. 
nd wind power contribution is changed by a disturbance of 0.15 p.u. respectively. This is 
) Without STATCOM;  
(b n gener erter and  
(c) With STATCOM on gri
a
done for three cases as mentioned below; 
(a
) With STATCOM o ator side-conv
d side-converter. 
0.6
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
Eigen Value Analysis
utput (pu)
R
ar
t o
f D
om
in
an
t E
ig
en
 V
al
ue
 
 
Power O
ea
l P
With STATCOM on generator side-converter
With STAT converteCOM on grid side- r
Without STATCOM
Left Half
of S-Plane
 
alues of Variable Speed PMSG system for case (a), (b) & (c). 
 system without STATCOM controller is 
within the stability limit up to 0.6 p.u loading and marginally stable at a nominal 
loading of 0.65 p.u. as shown figure 4.1andTable 4.4. 
Figure 4.1 Dominant Eigen v
Hence, from this section we conclude that; 
• Variable speed wind turbine PMSG
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• When STATCOM controller is located at grid side-converter (inverter) the system 
is within the stability limit up to nominal loading of 0.65 p.u. as shown in figure 
4.1 and Table 4.4. 
• When STATCOM controller is located at generator side-converter (rectifier) the 
system is unstable from 0.1p.u.onwards, as shown in figure 4.1 and Table 4.4. 
 
Since for low power outputs the STATCOM on the grid side-converter show better 
stability behavior, it is ideal to locate on this side. The ideality of the location is further 
explored through decomposition techniques given below. 
 
4.2 Evaluation of Damping Controls 
The 5 converter control variables  identified in previous chapter 
For an m x n matrix G, the singular value decomposition (SVD) of G is the factorization, 
        ( 4.2 )  
 
1 2 2 st st[m  m  α  m  ψ ]
are evaluated in terms of their effectiveness in providing damping to the PMSG system. 
The methods employed for the evaluation processes are singular value decomposition 
(SVD), Hankel singular value (HSV), and the residue method. The analysis also suggests 
the prospective signals which can be employed in the damping controller. These are 
briefly outlined below followed by simulation results. 
 
4.2.1 Singular Value Decomposition 
 
*TG U V= ∑
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where,  
  ∑ ⎥⎦⎢⎣= 001  
 
∑ ⎤⎡ 0
is an m x n matrix and Σ1 is defined as, 
   (  4.3 ) 
 
1 2 r
 
  ∑
⎥⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎢
⎡
1
1
000
....
0.0
rσ
σ
⎥⎥⎢⎢= 2 0.0 σ  
⎣
The singular values σ , σ …σ  are placed in descending order with r = min . U and 
V are unitary matrices; V are the right singular vectors and U are the left singular 
vectors[54, 55]. The maximum singular value of G (σ ) shows the largest gain for any 
input direction, while the smallest singular value (σ ) is a useful controllability measure 
showing the smallest gain for any input direction. It is desired that the m
1
r
inimum singular 
e as large as possible when selecting between different input output 
 
ied o x for a 
loading of 65% are given in Table4.2 & 4.3. The parameters of the variable 
ine PMSG system are included in Appendix-A. The first pair of complex 
 the generator circuits, while second & third pair 
 from the drive-train model and fourth one from the DC link while the fifth pair arising 
from the grid side converter circuit and the last two pairs are from the STATCOM 
controller. The minimum singular value
values b
variables[47]. 
 
For the linearized system model (4.1), the SVD of the matrix G = [A-λI B]; where B = [b1
b2 b3b4 b5] is to be carr ut for each bi. Here, the 12 Eigen values of the A matri
nominal 
speed wind turb
conjugate eigen values is contributed by
is
of the matrix [λiI–A bi] indicates the minσ
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capability of the  input to the lightly damped mode λi. The higherthi minσ the higher is 
t his mode for the 
 
 of minimum singular value 
the controllabili input considered. y of t
Figure 4.2 and 4.3 shows the plot minσ  for the 5 control 
variables against a number of values of generator loading points. The 
firing angle of the STATCOM (ψ ) has the highest minimum alue when 
STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter as shown in Figure 4.2, whereas 
from Figure 4.3 it can be observed that the minimum singular values of the modulation 
), however are sign pared to 
the other ones for each loading condition, suggesting this to be the m st effective 
converter damping control when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter.  
1 2 2 st st  
st
1
[m  m  m  ψ ] α
index of the generator-side converter (m
 singular v
ificantly large com
o
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function of generator output, when 
STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter 
Figure 4.2 Minimum singular values for various controls as a 
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Figure 4.3 Minimum singular values for various controls as a function of generator output, when 
STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter 
 
From the study of the minimum singular value, the following were observed. 
• When STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter, then ψst has the 
largest damping content for different power loadings. 
• The order of the other signals in terms of damping contribution 
is  
• When STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter, then rectifier modulation 
index (m1) ha  loadings. 
• The order of the other signals in terms of damping contribution 
is t  
 
st 1 2 2m  , m  , α  and m .
s the largest damping content for different power
2 st 2 sα  , ψ  , m  and m .
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4.2.2 Hankel Singular Value Decomposition 
 
The results obtained in the previous section using the singular value decomposition 
analysis can be verified with another decomposition technique known as hankel singular 
value decomposition for identifying the controllability of the inputs. Hankel singular 
values provide a measure of energy for a state in the system[55, 56]. It is the basis for the 
balanced model reduction, in which high energy states are retained, while the low energy 
states are discarded. For the linearized system equation of (4.1) hankel singular value 
(HSV) of the system can be obtained from the controllability and observability gramians. 
The linear controllability gramian for pair (A, B) is defined as, 
 the system is stable & controllable then the controllability gramian will have full rank. 
       ( 4.5 ) 
For stable and observable systems the observability gramian will have full rank n. The 
linear gramians Wc and Wo are the unique positive definite solutions of the lyapunov 
equations, 
The Hankel singular value σi is an observability-controllability index, defined as, 
 
 cW e BB e dt= ∫       (  4.4 ) 
0
TAt T A t
∞
If
The linear observability gramian for pair (A, C) is defined as, 
oW e CC e dt∫
0
TAt T A t
∞
=
T T
o o
AW +W A = - BB
A W +W A = - C C
c c
T T
      ( 4.6 ) 
( )       1,2,.......i i c oWW i nσ λ= =      (  4.7 ) 
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this reflects the joint controllability and observability of the states of a system where 
i(WcWo) is the i-th eigen value of WcWo. Hankel singular values measure the 
contribution of each state to evaluate the input/output behavior of the linear system. 
Choosing different input and output signals, the HSV can be calculated for each 
combination of input and output; the candidate with the largest HSV shows better 
controllability and observability properties. Actually, the larger the hankel singular value, 
the higher the energy contained by that state. 
 
Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the HSV indices for the 5 control variables against the 
states of the system corresponding to the 12 Eigen values. The states are arranged as 
dulation 
λ
defined in section 3.6 for all the inputs. As in the case of SVD, the HSV for mo
index of STATCOM (mst) is largest when STATCOM is connected at generator side-
converter.  
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Figure 4.4 Hankel singular value indices for the 5 converter controls with Δωg as output when 
STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter 
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Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the HSV indices for the 5 control variables against the 
states of the system corresponding to the 12 Eigen values. As in the case of SVD, the 
HSV for modulation index of rectifier (m1) is largest when STATCOM is connected at 
grid side-converter.  
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Figure 4.5 Hankel singular value indices for the 5 converter controls with Δωg as output when 
STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter 
 
 
4.2.3 Residue Method: 
 
Using the residue principles of the linearized system, feedback control signals which 
have the higher potential for providing damping can be identified and controller 
structures designed. Consider that the controller is located at the feedback path in the 
plant configuration as shown in Fig. 4.6. K is the overall gain of the feedback circuit.  
T
     (  4.8 ) 
he plant transfer function of the SISO system (4.1), assuming D=0 is, 
1( ) ( )P s C sI A B
−= −G
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Figure 4.6 Location of controller in the plant 
The transfer function Gp(s) can be expanded in partial fraction in terms of B and C 
matrices, right eigenvectors Vi, and the left eigenvectors Ui as; 
 
u(s) 
    H(s) K 
Gp(s) 
y(s) 
- 
1 1
( )
( ) ( )
n n
i i i
i ii i
CVU B RG s
s sλ λ= == =− −∑ ∑     ( 4.9 ) 
 
The residue Ri of a particular mode i gives a measure of that mode’s sensitivity to the 
feedback between the output y and input u. The residue associated with an eigen value λi 
and feedback transfer function KH(s) are related by [57], 
[ ( )] ( )i i i i
KHR R HiK K
λ λ λ∂∂ ∂
or small changes of gain K, the above can be written as, 
 
∂= =     ( 4.10 ) 
 
F
[ ( )]R KHi i iλ λΔ =       ( 4.11 ) 
e-converter when 
Δωg is taken as output signal wh s when 
STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter when Δωg is taken as output signal.  
 
This indicates that the controller is most effective in damping mode i if an input is chosen 
so that Ri is maximum. Therefore, the signal with highest observability is chosen as input 
to the controller. The change in eigen value must be directed to the left half complex λ-
plane. Figure 4.7 shows the plot of the residues against the state numbers of the variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system with STATCOM on generator sid
ereas figure 4.8 shows the plot of residue
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Figure 4.7 gives us two information: a) the phase angle of STATCOM (ψst), exhibiting 
e largest residue properties will influence the behavior of the mode of oscillation 
orresponding to eigen value # 3 and #4 (+0.33
th
c j53.74) and b) the feedback input signal 
should be the ne corresponding to the eigen value of state #4, which is the generator 
speed variatio turbine PMSG system when 
o
n (Δωg) of the variable speed wind 
STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter. 
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Figure 4.7 Residues when Δωg is taken as plant output, with STATCOM on generator side-
converter 
 
 
Figure 4.8 gives us two information when STATCOM is connected at grid side-
converter: a) the rectifier modulation index (m1), exhibiting the largest residue properties 
will influence the behavior of the mode of oscillation corresponding to eigen value # 8 
and #9 (-5.3 ± j315.0), and b) the feedback input signal should be the one corresponding 
to the eigen value of state #8 & 9, which is the inverter current (Δii) of the variable speed 
wind turbine PMSG system. 
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Figure 4.8 Residues when Δωg is taken as plant output, with STATCOM on grid side-converter 
 
 
Hence, from this section we conclude that; 
• Phase angle of STATCOM (ψst) is a preferred choice amongst the 5 inputs as 
indicated by SVD and Residue indices, when STATCOM is connected at 
generator side-converter with generator speed (Δωg) as the plant output. 
• When selecting generator speed (Δωg) as the plant output then the same signal 
(Δωg) having the eigen value # 4 will be the best feedback controller input signal. 
• Rectifier modulation index (m1) is a preferred choice amongst the 5 inputs as 
indicated by SVD, HSV and re od, when STATCOM is connected at 
ing and the location of STATCOM play 
important roles in system performance and stability. This demands that voltage source 
sidue meth
grid side-converter with generator speed (Δωg) as the plant output. 
• When selecting generator speed (Δωg) as the plant output then d-q components of 
inverter currents (eigen values #8 and #9) will be the best feedback control signal. 
4.3 Stabilizing Controller Design 
 
As observed the amount of wind power load
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converters shall be controlled in such a way that maximum possible power extraction 
from the wind below the rated wind speed is done continuously without affecting the 
system stability. A controller installed in the PMSG system can generally monitor the 
performance of the system in terms of real, reactive flow as well as system voltage. The 
controller should also be able to take emergency action to help the PMSG system 
operating near the stability threshold. In this chapter a control strategy is designed based 
on the information obtained about possible inputs which can be modulated by the 
appropriate control signals. On
variables in terms of providing the damping to the system is 
determined, the next step is to design the controllers which will appropriately modulate 
the control variables. The controller structures used in this thesis are PI as well as PID 
controls. 
 
ce the selection of controller input from the five control 
1 2 2 st st[m  m  α  m  ψ ]
 
Figure 4.9 Feedback control system 
From previous section, it was observed that for (Δωg) as the plant output the input (ψst) is 
more responsive to system damping needs and the residue analysis indicated that (Δωg) is 
when STATCOM is connected at generator side-
onverter. Similarly when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter the input (m1) 
is more responsive to system damping needs and d-q components of inverter currents are 
the best feedback controller input signal 
c
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the best candidates for any possible control action. Accordingly, the input signal to the 
controller configuration as shown in Figure 4.13 is considered to be inverter current (Δii), 
and input to the plant is considered to be (m1) when STATCOM is connected at grid side-
converter. Therefore, for the input-output pair ( 1 gm  , Δω ), the plant transfer function is 
given by the equation (4.9) when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter. 
Similarly when STATCOM is connected at the generator side-converter the input-output 
pair will be (ψst, Δωg).  
 
PI/PID co in this chapter to enhance performance of the variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system. A PI/PID controller will normally be placed in the 
feedback path as shown in Figure 4.13. A washout is provided in cascade with the 
controller
ntrollers are designed 
 to deactivate it under steady state conditions. The controller transfer function 
r PI controller takes the form [58, 59], fo
w I
P
w
sT KH(s) = (K + )
1+sT s
     (  4.12 ) 
 
and for PID controller, the controller transfer function will be[59], 
w I
P D
w
sT KH(s) = (K + + s K )
1+sT s
    (  4.13 ) 
 
where KP, KI and KD are the proportional, integral and differential constants. Tw is the 
time constant of the washout block. Starting with the linearized system equations, the 
gains of the PI/PID controllers are obtained using frequency based optimization 
procedure [60]. 
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4.3.1 Pole Placement technique 
 
Pole placement or full state feedback is a method employed in the feedback control 
system theory to place the poles of closed loop plant in the desired location in the s-plane. 
Placement of the poles for a specific damping ratio (ζnew) is desirable because it allows 
controlling the characteristics of the response by changing the eigen values of the system. 
This method is applicable only if the system is controllable. The steps involved are: 
1. Determine the poles of the uncompensated plant given by the system equations 
x Ax Bu
     
(  4.14 ) 
 
2. Calculate the damping ratio (ζold) for the dominant eigen values of the system. 
3. Determine how much to the left of λ-plane, the eigen values have to be shifted in 
order to get the desired damping. 
y Cx
= +
=
&
Record these eigen values as λ1,2= -σ± jω. 
4. For the desired eigen values, the closed loop system including the feedback 
controller H(λ) should satisfy the requirem
this yield; 
5. Another expression for H(λ) comes from the feedback controller being selected 
such as PI/PID controller. 
6. On equating the expressions of H(λ)  from step 4 & 5, controller gains can be 
computed. 
 
ent,  
-1det[I - (λI)  B H( ) C] = 0λ  
-1 -1)  B )    ( 4.15 ) H( ) = ( C (λI-Aλ
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4.3.2 PID Controller Design using Pole Placement technique 
he PI 
 
The PID design through the pole placement method forces the closed loop eigen values to 
the desired location. The gain settings KP, KI and KD can be computed by assigning a pair 
of pre-specified eigen values λ = λ1 and λ = λ2 of the closed loop of Figure 4.14. This is 
usually referred to as the pole-assignment or pole-placement method. Hence, it is 
expected that the transient response provided by this controller will be better than t
controller. 
 
Figure 4.10 Feedback Control with PID Controller 
From the equation (4.13), it can be shown that for any eigen value λ , i
i w I
i P i D
λ T KH(λ ) = (K + +λ K )
1+λ T λ
   
i w i
 ( 4.16 ) 
For dominant eigen values equation (4.15) can be written as  
  
    ( 4.18 )  
pensated system[58, 59]. 
i.e.,
1 1λ  = - σ  + jω1 , 2 2λ  = - σ  
   ( 4.17 ) -1 -11 R1 I1 1 H(λ ) = H +j H  = ( C (λ I-A)  B )
-1 -1
2 R2 2 H(λ ) = H  = ( C  (λ I-A)  B )
Before applying pole-placement technique, we shall find the damping ratio (ζold) of the 
dominant eigen value for the uncom
1
old 2 2
1 1
-σ
ζ 11n
old
σ
ω  = 
ζ
 = 
(σ +ω )      
( 4.19 ) 
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After knowing the damping ratio (ζold) for the dominant eigen value being selected based 
n the residue method, we shall utilize the pole-placement technique to provide the 
desired damping ratio (ζnew) for improving the stability of the system. The new location 
of the dominant eigen value (λ1new) in terms of the desired damping ratio (ζnew) will be; 
o
2
1new 1n 1n new 1n 1n newλ  = - σ +j ω  = - ζ  ω + j ω  1 - ζ    ( 4.20 ) 
For the new eigen value (λ1new), equations (4.16) & (4.17) can be written as; 
1new w I
1new P 1new D
1new w 1new
λ T KH(λ ) = (K + + λ K )
1+λ T  λ    
( 4.21 ) 
    ( 4.22 )   
By using equations (4.18), (4.20) - (4.22), we get;   
-1 -1
1new R1 I1 1new H(λ ) = H +j H  = ( C (λ I-A)  B )
I1 R1 1n I1 1n
1n D
σ )  - 2σ K ( 4P
w 1n 1n
H (H ω +HK  = +
T ω  ω       
.23 )
   
  
 
R2
I 2 R2 P 2
w
HK  =  + σ  (H  - K  - σ  K )
T D     
( 4.24 ) 
   
R2 R1 1n 2 w I1 1n 2 1n w I1 1n
D 2 2 2 2
w 1n 1n 2 1nT  ω  ( (σ σ -σ ) +ω  1n 2 1n
(H - H ) ω (1+σ T )+H (σ  - σ )(1+σ T ) H ωK  =  + 
-σ ) +ω  ) (
( 4.25 ) 
 
Hence, equations (4.23) - (4.25) give the values of the proportional, integral and 
differential gains, KP, KI and KD when PID controller is taken in feedback as shown in 
figure 4.18. For designing a PI controller
ins of the PI controller, i.e., 
by substituting λ2= 0, HR2= 0 and KD= 0 in equations (4.23) - (4.25), we get the 
expression of KP and KI nd (4.27). 
 the same procedure mentioned above can be 
utilized except that instead of using two different dominant eigen values as in the case of 
PID only one dominant eigen value is sufficient to find the ga
 for PI controller given by equations (4.26) a
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I1 R1 1n I1 1n
P
w 1n 1n
H (H ω +H σ )K  = +
     
( 4.26 )
   
 
T ω  ω
  
R1
I 1 R1 P 1 I1
HK  =  + σ  (H  - K ) - ω H
T
( 4.27 ) 
w      
Table 4.5 and 4.6 below shows the controller gains for PI/PID controller when Δωg is 
taken as plant output for variable speed wind turbine PMSG system ithout 
 
Table 4.5 PI Controller gains when Δωg is taken a
 
 
Configuration Control signal 
Actual 
in  
(ζold) 
Desired 
damping 
(ζnew) 
KP KI 
 with / w
STATCOM device. 
s plant output 
System Input Feedback 
damp g
m1 i -45.33  -1984.7 ΔI  0.0122 0.0145 47
Without 
STATCOM m1 23.8550 
 
858.2947 
 
Δωg -2.168e-6 0.30 
 
STATCOM at 
generator side-
converter 
ψst Δωg -0.0061 0.30 4.8517 240.5115 
m  ΔI  0.0124 0.0145 -45.2943 -1986.7 1 iSTATCOM at 
grid side-
converter 
m1 Δωg 1.097e-4 0.30 23.8410 857.9652 
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Table 4.6 PID Controller gains when Δωg is taken as plant output 
 
 
System 
Configuration 
Input 
Control 
Fee
signal 
Actual Desired 
KP KI KD 
dback 
damping damping 
(ζold) (ζnew) 
Without 
STATCOM 
m1 ΔIi 0.0122 0.0145 -45.3347 -1984.7 -1984.7 
STATCOM at 
generator side-
converter 
ψst Δωg -0.0061 0.30 2.2106 3.9380 -0.0819 
STATCOM at 
grid 
c
m 5.1386 -58.6852 50 side-
onverter 
1 ΔIi 0.0124 0.0145 -4  0.01
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CHAPTER 5  
 
 
SIMULATI UD
 
F a  o er 4, we observed that for low power outputs the 
STATCOM on the grid side-converter is showing better stability behavior as shown in 
figure 4.1. In this section non-linear tim in s ns d  
ideality of STATCOM location for variable speed wind turbine PMSG system without 
an ntrol ulatio ults a  for cases
t STATCOM 
M on generator side-converter and  
COM o id side verter
Figures (5.1 – 5.3) are plotted for a nominal loading of 0.65 p.u. when subjected to a 
rque pulse of 15% for 0.1 sec duration. From figure 5.1 we observe, there is 
provement in terminal voltage when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter. 
ON ST IES 
rom small sign l analysis f chapt
e doma imulatio were use to verify the 
y feedback co
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Figure 5.1 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM. 
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From Figure 5.2 it can be d riations are almost same when 
ariable speed wind turbine PMSG system is without STATCOM device or with 
TATCOM at grid side-converter whereas with STATCOM on generator side-converter, 
seen that generator spee  va
v
S
the generator speed variations are initially less compare to other two configurations but it 
is increasing with respect to time which is not desirable. 
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Figure 5.2 Generator speed variation for variable speed wind turbine PMSG with & without 
STATCOM 
 
From Figure 5.3 it can be seen that power angle variations are almost same when variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system is without STATCOM device or with STATCOM at 
grid side-converter whereas with STATCOM on generator side-converter, the power 
angle variations are initially less compare to other two configurations but it is increasing 
with respect to time which is not desirable. 
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Figure 5.3 Power angle of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without 
STATCOM. 
 
Hence it can be concluded from figure 4.1 and figures (5.1-5.3) that, for the variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system the ideal location for the STATCOM device is at the 
grid side-converter.  
 
Fr e 
stem response. Therefore feedback control using PI controller will be provided to 
om control system theory we know that feedback control provides improvement in th
sy
explore the behavior of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system for STATCOM 
connected at generator side-converter as well as grid side-converter independently. Non-
linear time domain simulations were used to assess the effectiveness of the controller 
designed. 
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5.1 Simulation studies for a disturbance (15% torque pulse) on wind turbine 
 
The non-linear time domain simulations are done using PI/PID controller for a nominal 
loading of 0.65 p.u. with a 15% torque pulse for 0.1 sec duration. The washout time 
constant was selected to be 0.02 sec which is optimized in such a manner that it has 
minimum interference with the eigen value of interest under transient condition. 
 
5.1.1 STATCOM connected at gen. side-converter using feedback control 
 
From decomposition techniques of chapter-4 it was concluded that ψst is the best control 
signal whe n 
at Δωg is the best feedback controller input signal. The PI/PID controller design was 
ving the input-output pair as (ψst , Δωg). 
n Δωg is taken as the plant output as shown in Figure 4.9. It was also show
th
carried out in the previous chapter using pole-placement technique, where the controller 
gains are adjusted to give desired closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.3), with Δωg 
as feedback signal ha
 
Figures (5.4 – 5.8) does not show any improvement in terminal voltage, STATCOM 
converter voltage and current, inverter output current and DC link converter voltage even 
with the best control signal (ψst) being selected. It was observed that, with higher values 
of damping ratio also there was no change in the plots. 
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Figure 5.4 Terminal Voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst control 
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Figure 5.5 STATCOM converter voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst 
control 
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Figure 5.6 STATCOM current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst control 
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Figure 5.7 Inverter output current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst control 
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Figure 5.8 Converter dc voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst control 
 
s seen from figure 5.9 there is improvement in generator speed variations with ψst 
ontrol. Therefore feedback control helps in achieving speed control of variable speed 
wind turbine PMSG system which in turn provides active power control for wind turbine. 
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Figure 5.9 Generator speed variations of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst 
control 
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Figure 5.10 shows some improvement in power angle variations with ψst control as time 
elapses. For higher values of damping ratio also approx. same result is achieved. 
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Figure 5.10 Power angle of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with ψst control 
 
Therefore from Figures (5.4 to 5.10) we observe that STATCOM connected to variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system at generator side-converter does not play a major role 
in improvement of system output.  
5.1.2 STATCOM connected at grid side-converter using feedback control 
 
From decomposition techniques of chapter-4 it was concluded that m1 is the best control 
signal and Δii as the best feedback controller input signal when Δωg is taken as the plant 
output as shown in Figure 4.11. The PI/PID controller design was carried out in the 
previous  
 
 chapter using pole-placement technique, where the controller gains are adjusted
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to give desired closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.0145), with Δii as feedback 
signal having the input-output pair as (m1 , Δωg). 
 
Figures (5.11 – 5.15) shows improvements in terminal voltage, STATCOM converter 
voltage and current, inverter output current and DC link converter voltage with m1 
control having damping ratio of (ζnew = 0.0145) for a variable speed wind turbine PMSG 
system with STATCOM on grid side-converter. 
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Figure 5.11 Terminal Voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with m1control 
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Figure 5.12 STATCOM converter voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with m1 
control 
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Figure 5.13 STATCOM current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with m1 control 
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e speed wind turbiFigure 5.14 Inverter output current of variabl ne PMSG system with m1 control 
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Figure 5.15 Converter dc voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with m1 control 
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From figure 5.16 it can be seen that there is a small overshoot in starting but as time 
elapses generator speed variations are reduced. Hence m1 control helps in achieving 
speed control of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system which in turn provides active 
power control for wind turbine. 
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Figure 5.16 Generator speed variations of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with 
m1control 
 
From figure 5.17 it can be seen that there is overshoot in starting but as time elapses 
power angle variations are reduced.  
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Figure 5.17 Power angle of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with m1 control 
 
Therefore from figures (5.11 to 5.17) we observe that STATCOM connected to variable 
speed wind turbine PMSG system at grid side-converter provides best damping only with 
m1 as input signal. This was also confirmed from small signal analysis and decomposition 
methods in chapter 4. 
  
 following conclusion: 
a) When STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter, system stability will 
not improve with any input signal. 
b) When STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter, it will provide good 
damping only with m1 as input signal. 
5.2 Robustness of variable speed WT-PMSG system using feedback control 
From earlier sections, we come to the
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To show the ideal location of STATCOM, let us verify the robustness of variable speed 
wind turbine PMSG system with STATCOM at different operating conditions. 
5.2.1  For 45% loading with / without STATCOM 
 
The non-linear time domain simulations are done using PI controller for 0.45 p.u. loading 
with a 15% torque pulse for 0.1 sec duration. The washout time constant was selected to 
be 0.02 sec which is optimized in such a manner that it has minimum interference with 
the eigen value of interest under transient condition.  
 
For STATCOM connected at generator side ψst is taken as input signal to give desired 
closed loop system damping ratio (ζ  = 0.3) with Δω  as feedback signal having the 
put-output pair as (ψst, Δωg).  Similarly, for STATCOM connected at grid side m1 is 
shows improvements in terminal voltage, STATCOM converter 
ltage and current, inverter output current and DC link converter voltage with m1 
system with STATCOM on grid side-converter. 
new g
in
taken as input signal to give desired closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.0145) 
with Δii as feedback signal having the input-output pair as (m1 , Δωg). 
 
Figures (5.18 – 5.22) 
vo
control having damping ratio of (ζnew = 0.0145) for a variable speed wind turbine PMSG 
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Figure 5.18 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% loading 
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Figure 5.19 STATCOM converter voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% 
loading 
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Figure 5.20 STATCOM current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% loading 
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wind turbiFigure 5.21 Inverter output current of variable speed ne PMSG system at 45% loading 
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Figure 5.22 DC link voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% loading 
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n grid side converter with m1 control but as time elapses generator speed variations are 
reduced. The settling time is less with small oscillations in starting when compared to 
STATCOM connected at generator side converter with Ψst control. 
From figure 5.23 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connec
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Figure 5.23 Generator speed variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% 
loading 
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From figure 5.24 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connected 
on grid side converter with m1 control when compared to STATCOM connected at 
generator side converter with Ψst control. The settling time is less with no oscillations 
when STATCOM is connected at grid side converter. 
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Figure 5.24 Power angle variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 45% loading 
 
 
Hence from figures (5.18 to 5.24) we observe that, STATCOM connected at grid side 
converter is more robust at 45% loading when subjected to 15% torque pulse for 0.1sec 
duration using PI controller.  
 
5.2.2 For 85% loading with / without STATCOM 
The non-linear time domain simulations are done using PI controller for a nominal 
loading of 0.85 p.u. with a 15% torque pulse for 0.1 sec duration. The washout time 
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constant was selected to be 0.02 sec which is optimized in such a manner that it has 
minimum interference with the eigen value of interest under transient condition.  
 
For STATCOM connected at generator side ψst is taken as input signal to give desired 
closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.3) with Δωg as feedback signal having the 
input-output pair as (ψst, Δωg).  Similarly, for STATCOM connected at grid side m1 is 
taken as input signal to give desired closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.0145) 
with Δii as feedback signal having the input-output pair as (m1 , Δωg). 
 
Figures (5.25 – 5.29) shows improvements in terminal voltage, STATCOM converter 
voltage and current, inverter output current and DC link converter voltage with m1 
control having damping ratio of (ζnew = 0.0145) for a variable speed wind turbine PMSG 
system with STATCOM on grid side-converter. 
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Figure 5.25 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% loading 
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Figure 5.26 STATCOM converter voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% 
loading 
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Figure 5.27 STATCOM current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% loading 
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igure 5.28 Inverter output current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% loading 
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Figure 5.29 DC link voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% loading 
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From figure 5.30 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connected 
on grid side converter with m1 control but as time elapses generator speed variations are 
reduced. The settling time is less with small oscillations in starting when compared to 
STATCOM connected at generator side converter with Ψst control. 
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Figure 5.30 Generator speed variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% 
loading 
 
 
From figure 5.31 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connected 
on grid side converter with m1 control when compared to STATCOM connected at 
generator side converter with Ψst control. The settling time is more with oscillations when 
STATCOM is connected at grid side converter. 
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Figure 5.31 Power angle variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system at 85% loading 
 
 
Hence from figures (5.25 to 5.31) we observe that, STATCOM connected at grid side 
converter is more robust at 85% loading when subjected to 15% torque pulse for 0.1sec 
duration using PI controller.  
 
.15) in p.u. to new values as (Rst = 0.05, 
Lst = 0.75) in p.u. The capacitor value was kept same at 1 p.u i.e., (Cdc = 1). The washout 
time constant was selected to be 0.02 sec which is optimized in such a manner that it has 
minimum interference with the eigen value of interest under transient condition.  
5.2.3 For change in STATCOM parameters 
The non-linear time domain simulations are done using PI controller for a nominal 
loading of 0.65 p.u. with a 15% torque pulse for 0.1 sec duration. The STATCOM 
parameters are changed from (Rst = 0.01, Lst = 0
87 
 
       
For STATCOM connected at generator side ψst is taken as input signal to give desired 
closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.3) with Δωg as feedback signal having the 
input-output pair as (ψst, Δωg).  Similarly, for STATCOM connected at grid side m1 is 
taken as input signal to give desired closed loop system damping ratio (ζnew = 0.0145) 
with Δii as feedback signal having the input-output pair as (m1 , Δωg). 
 
Figures (5.32 – 5.36) shows improvements in terminal voltage, STATCOM converter 
voltage and current, inverter output current and DC link converter voltage with m1 
control having damping ratio of (ζnew = 0.0145) for a variable speed wind turbine PMSG 
stem with STATCOM on grid side-converter. sy
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Figure 5.32 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
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Figure 5.33 STATCOM conv. voltage of variable spe
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Figure 5.34 STATCOM current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
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Figure 5.35 Inverter output current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
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Figure 5.36 DC link voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
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From figure 5.37 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connected 
on grid side converter with m1 control but as time elapses generator speed variations are 
reduced. The settling time is less with small oscillations in starting when compared to 
STATCOM connected at generator side converter with Ψst control. 
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Figure 5.37 Generator speed variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
 
From figure 5.38 it can be seen that, there is more overshoot for STATCOM connected 
on grid side converter with m1 control when compared to STATCOM connected at 
generator side converter with Ψst control. The settling time is more with oscillations when 
STATCOM is connected at grid side converter. 
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Figure 5.38 Power angle variation of variable speed wind turbine PMSG at different Rst & Lst 
 
Hence from figures (5.32 to 5.38) we observe that, STATCOM connected at grid side 
converter is more robust even with change in STATCOM parameters when subjected to 
15% torque pulse for 0.1sec duration using PI controller.  
 when disturbance is on the load side or 
grid side of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with STATCOM. 
 
 
Hence, it can be concluded that ideal location of STATCOM for variable speed wind 
turbine PMSG system is at the grid side converter. The system will be robust when a 
disturbance is on the wind turbine.  Let us check
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5.3 Simulation studies with disturbance (symmetrical 3Φ fault) on grid bus 
Let us check the behavior of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with STATCOM 
connected at generator side-converter as well as grid side-converter independently, when 
a symmetrical 3φ fault is applied on the grid bus, Vb. As concluded in chapter 4, ψst is the 
best control signal when STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter whereas m1 
is the best control signal when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter. Therefore 
non-linear time domain simulations are done using PI controller for a nominal loading of 
0.65 p.u. when subjected to a symmetrical 3φ fault on the grid bus for 0.1 sec duration. It 
was observed that system output is improved for both the configurations only when Δωg 
is taken as the plant output as well as feedback signal for the PI controller.  
 
he PI controller design was carried out in the previous chapter using pole-placemen
technique where the PI gains are adjusted to
he 
rom figure (5.39 – 5.43), we observe that there is almost no variation in grid power, 
cept 
 of 
 
T t 
 give desired closed loop system damping 
ratio (ζnew = 0.3) when Δωg is taken as plant output as well as feedback signal. T
washout time constant was selected to be 0.02 sec.  
 
F
terminal voltage and inverter output current with/without STATCOM device ex
during the fault period of 0.1 sec. It was also observed that figure 5.40 & 5.43
generator power and DC link converter voltage takes more time, (around 1sec) to reach
the steady state value. 
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igure 5.39 Grid power of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM for a 
3-phase fault on grid bus 
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Figure 5.40 Generator power of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
for a 3-phase fault on grid bus 
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Figure 5.41 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
r a 3-phase fault on grid bufo s 
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Figure 5.42 Inverter output current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without 
COM for a 3-phase fault on gridSTAT  bus 
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Figure 5.43 DC link voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
for a 3-phase fault on grid bus 
  
From figures 5.44 & 5.45 it can be seen that generator speed variations and power angle 
variations are much improved when connected with STATCOM device. It was also 
observed that with STATCOM on generator side-converter, the generator speed and 
power angle variations are the lowest and steady state value is reached quickly when 
compared to STATCOM on grid side-converter during a 3φ fault on the grid bus. 
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Figure 5.44 Generator speed variations of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and 
TATCOM for a 3-phase fault onwithout S  grid bus 
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Figure 5.45 Power angle of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without 
STATCOM for a 3-phase fault on grid bus 
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Hence it can be concluded from figures (5.39 - 5.45) that, STATCOM device helps in 
improving the system output when a 3φ fault is applied on the grid bus.  
 
5.4 Simulation studies with disturbance (symmetrical 3Φ fault) on load bus 
 
Let us check the behavior of variable speed wind turbine PMSG system with STATCOM 
connected at generator side-converter as well as grid side-converter independently, when 
a symmetrical 3φ fault is applied on the load bus, Vt. As concluded in chapter 4, ψst is the 
best control signal when STATCOM is connected at generator side-converter whereas m1 
is the best control signal when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter. Therefore 
non of 
.65 p.u. when subjected to a symmetrical 3φ fault at the load bus for 0.1 sec duration. It 
as observed that system output is improved for both the configurations only when Δωg 
is taken as the plant output as well as feedback signal for the PI controller.  
 
The PI controller design was carried out in the previous chapter using pole-placement 
technique where the PI gains are adjusted to give desired closed loop system damping 
ratio (ζnew = 0.3) when Δωg is taken as plant output as well as feedback signal. The 
washout time constant was selected to be 0.02 sec.  
 
From figure (5.46 – 5.50), we observe that there is almost no variation in grid power, 
terminal voltage and inverter output current with/without STATCOM device except 
during the e 
-linear time domain simulations are done using PI controller for a nominal loading 
0
w
 fault period of 0.1 sec there is large overshoot. It was also observed that figur
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5.47 & 5.50 of generator power and DC link converter voltage takes more time, (around 
1sec) with less overshoot to reach the steady state value. 
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Figure 5.46 Grid power of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM for a 
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Figure 5.47 Generator power of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
for a 3-phase fault on load bus 
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Figure 5.48 Terminal voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
for a 3-phase fault on load bus 
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Figure 5.49 Inverter output current of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without 
COM for a 3-phase fault on loaSTAT d bus 
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Figure 5.50 DC link voltage of variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without STATCOM 
for a 3-phase fault on load bus 
  
From figures 5.51 & 5.52 it can be seen that generator speed variations and power angle 
variations are much improved when connected with STATCOM device. It was also 
observed that with STATCOM on generator side-converter, the generator speed and 
power angle variations are the lowest and steady state value is reached quickly when 
compared to STATCOM on grid side-converter during a 3φ fault on the load bus. 
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Figure 5.51 Generator speed variations of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and 
ATCOM for a 3-phase fault onwithout ST  load bus 
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Figure 5.52 Power angle of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG with and without 
STATCOM for a 3-phase fault on load bus 
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Hence it can be concluded from figures (5.46 - 5.52) that, STATCOM device helps in 
improving the system output when a 3φ fault is applied on the load bus.  
 
From sections 5.3 & 5.4 it is found that 3φ fault occurred near the variable speed wind 
turbine PMSG system is more severe than 3φ fault occurred far from it. It is seen that 
when 3φ fault is at the load bus, Vt more overshoot in system response is found when 
compare to 3φ fault at grid bus, Vb. 
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CHAPTER 6  
 
 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The dynamic modeling of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG system along with 
STATCOM has been developed in this work. Nonlinear and linear models of the 
eed PMSG system and STATCOM controller 
re obtained. The behavior of STATCOM controller interaction has been analyzed by 
lacing it at generator side-converter and then on the grid side-converter independently.  
mall signal analysis it has been observed that for the STATCOM participation at 
enerator side-converter, the stability of the variable speed wind turbine PMSG system 
orsens as the amount of generator power increases. For power loading of 0.65 p.u. there 
xists critical value of electro-mechanical modes above which variable speed wind 
rbine PMSG performance degrades.  Non-linear simulations were carried out in chapter 
 to verify the results obtained through small-signal analysis. 
ecomposition techniques were utilized to identify the best control signal for controller 
esign to damp the power system oscillations. It was found from decomposition 
chniques that phase angle of the STATCOM (ψst) is the best control signal when 
TATCOM is connected at generator side-converter and modulation index of the 
enerator side-converter, (m1) was identified to have the higher controllability to damp 
the oscillatory modes of the system when STATCOM is connected at grid side-converter 
 
6.1 Conclusion 
 
individual components of the variable sp
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for variable speed wind turbin cy based approach is utilized to 
esign the PI/PID controllers were the controller gains are tuned through an optimal pole 
lacement technique. Comparisons were done between PI and PID controllers for a given 
ow the effectiveness of the controller designed. Finally non-linear 
me domain simulations were performed when a symmetrical 3φ fault is applied on the 
grid bus with STATCOM connected at generator side-converter as well as grid side-
converter independently. Results are compared for both the cases when no STATCOM 
device is considered. 
 
.2 Future Work 
The following are the recommendations for further research in this work: 
• In this thesis, variable speed wind turbine PMSG system is operated without pitch 
angle control. It will be interesting to study the behavior with pitch angle control.  
• Throughout the thesis, single machine infinite bus system was adopted for the 
variable speed wind turbine PMSG system which operates in connection with the 
grid. It will be interesting to study the behavior of the PMSG in multi-machine power 
system environment.  
• The effectiveness of the controllers other than PI/PID should be explored. 
• Optimization techniques other than pole placement can be used to optimize controller 
parameters of the controller.  
• Effect of different kinds of loads and also the impact of unsymmetrical faults on the 
variable speed wind turbine PMSG system can be studied. 
e PMSG system. Frequen
d
p
control signal to sh
ti
6
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APPENDIX A 
 
 
 
System parameters and operating values 
 
Wind Plant: 
Nominal Power = 2MW 
Rotor diameter = 75 m 
Rotating Speed = 6.0 – 19.5 rpm 
Nominal Wind Speed = 11.95 m/sec 
 
PMSG: 
Rated Power = 2MW;       Stator rated line voltage = 690V;       
Rated frequency = 50Hz. Number of Pole Pairs = 154 
Ra = 0.01p.u. Xd = 0.8p.u. Xq = 0.5p.u.    Dg = 0.6 p.u. 
Hg = 0.5 p.u.     Ht = 3 p.u.        Ks = 0.3 p.u.    Dt = 0.6 p.u. 
Ri = 0.01p.u.      Xi = 0.1 p.u.     C = 1 p.u. 
 
STATCOM: 
Rst = 0.01p.u.      Lst = 0.15 p.u.         Cdc = 1 p.u. 
 
Load & Transmission Line: 
Load Admittance (Y11 ) =0.2- j0.4p.u. 
Transmission Line Impedance (Zline) = R+jX = 0.16+j0.2 p.u. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
 
The LOAD and LINE Model 
 
 
Figure B .1The transmission line-load network 
 
n the transmission line shown 
2       ( B.1 )  
is the local load admittance and Y12 = g12 - j b12 is the Tr. line admittance, 
= Vbd+j0 is the grid voltage referenced 
xpressions in equation ( B.1 ), we get; 
 ( B.2 ) 
Equating real and imaginary parts, we get; 
Retaining the notation for generator operation, the current i
in Fig.B.1 is written as, 
i L t 11 t b 1I  = I +I = V .Y +(V -V ).Y
  
Here,  
Y11= g11 - j b11
Vt = Vtd+jVtq is the load terminal voltage, and Vb 
along the d-axis. Substituting the above e
id iq td tq 11i +ji = (V +jV ).(g -jb11 td bd tq 12 12)+(V -V +jV ).(g -jb )  
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id td 11 tq 11 td bd
iq tq 11 td 11 tq 12 td bd 12
i = (V g +V b )+((V -V )g
= (V g -V b )+(V g -(V -V )b )
12 tq 12+V b )
i
    ( B.3 ) 
acing Vbd by Vb, we get; 
    ( B.4 ) 
 
Writing the above equation in matrix form we get; 
 
Simplifying the above equation and repl
 
id td 11 12 tq 11 12 b 12
iq td 11 12 tq 11 12 b 12
i = V (g + g ) + V (b + b )  - V g
i = -V (b + b ) + V (g + g ) + V b
[ ]id td11 12 11 12 12 b
iq tq11 12 11 12 12
i V(g  + g )    (b  + b ) -g
+ V
i V-(b  + b )   (g  + g ) +b
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤=⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ( B.5 )  
⎤⎥
On taking inverse, 
 
 
Modifying the above equation to get expression for Vtd, Vtq, we get; 
id b 12 td11 12 11 12
iq b 12 11 12 11
i +V .g V(g  + g )    (b  + b ) 
 = 
i -V .b V-(b  + b )   (g  + g )
⎡ ⎤ ⎡⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎣⎣ ⎦ tq12 ⎦ ⎣ ⎦    ( B.6 ) 
 
-1
id b 12 td11 12 11 12
iq b 12 tq11 12 11 12
i +V .g V(g  + g )    (b  + b ) 
 = 
i -V .b V-(b  + b )   (g  + g )
⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  
 
For simplicity, let us take; 
1
1 211 12 11 12
3 411 12 11 12
k   k(g  + g )    (b  + b ) 
 
k   k-(b  + b )   (g  + g )
− ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ = ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦     ( B.7 ) 
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Therefore, the equations for Vtd, Vtq in terms of iid, iiq in matrix form will be; 
 
1 id b 12 2 iq b 12td id b 121 2
iq b 12
k (i +V .g )+k (i -V .b )v i +V .gk   k
 =  = 
(i -V .b )tq iq b 123 4 3 id b 12 4v i -V .bk   k k (i +V .g )+k
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  
 
On further simplifying we get the final expression as; 
 
    
( B.8 ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
td 1 id 2 iq b 1 12 2 12
tq 3 id 4 iq b 3 12 4 12
v  = k  i  + k i + V  (k .g  - k .b )
v  = k  i  + k  i +V  (k .g  - k .b )
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APPENDIX C 
 
In this section the small signal model of various components of the variable Speed PMSG 
system without STATCOM Controller is obtained by linearizing the non-linear equations 
developed in sections (3.1-3.3). The small signal model of the WECS includes the 
 system, PMSG model, drive train 
odel and static converters model. The state equations from section (3.1-3.3) are as 
follows; 
 
 
linearized state space model of wind-turbine & wind
m
( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωi = - R i  + X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ω= - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
p
p i
o g
g s s ag g
g
g
δ) = ω (ω -1)
1
ω ) = (K θ - P - D (ω -1))
2H
 
p(
p(
 
s o t g
t m s s t
t
t
θ ) =  ω (ω -ω )
1
ω ) = (P - K θ - D (ω -1))
2H  
p(
p(
 
c 1 gd 1 gq 2 id 2 2 iq
1
2V ) = [m i sinδ+m i cosδ-m i cosα +m i sinα ]C  
p(
( )
( )
o
id i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 b 1 12 2 12
i
o
iq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 b 3 12 4 12
i
ω= -(R +k )i +(ω X -k )i -m V cosα -V (k g - k b )
X
ω= -(ω X + k )i -(R + k )i +m V sinα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
p i
p i
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] ( )[
( )
]
o
gd a gd q go gq q gqo g
d
gd
ω           p Δi = - R  Δi  +X ω  Δi + X i Δω
                       - m V cosδ  Δδ - m sinδ  ΔV  - V sinδ  Δm
where,
ΔV = 
⎡⎣
 
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
1o co o 1o o c co o 1
1o co o
ω1        p i = - R i  + inδ
X
X
m V  cosδ  
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
1o o c co o 1Δδ + m  sinδ  ΔV + V  sinδ  Δm
 
 
 
 
 X i ω - m V s
 
[ ] ( )
( )
]
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
o
gq a gq d go gd d gdo g o g
q
1o co o 1o o c co o
ω2       p i = - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
ω           p Δi = - R  Δi  - X ω  Δi  - X i  Δω +ψ  Δω
X
1                         + m V sinδ  Δδ cosδ  ΔV  - V cosδ  Δm
where,
  
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡⎣
gq 1o co o 1o o c co o 1          ΔV = - m V sinδ  Δδ + m cosδ  ΔV  + V cosδ  Δm
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  - m
 
[ ] o g
o g
3        p(Δδ) =  ω  (Δω -0)
            p(Δδ) =  ω  Δω
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[ ] g s s ag g
g
14         p(Δω ) = K  Δθ  - ΔP - D  (Δω -0)
2H
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
g
 
g s s a gdo 1o co o gd a gqo 1o co o gq
g
1o co o gdo o gqo 1o o gdo o gqo c
co o gdo o gqo 1 g
1p(Δω ) = { K Δθ -[(2R i +m V sinδ ) Δi +(2R i +m V cosδ )Δi
2H
                + m V (cosδ i -sinδ i )Δδ+m (sinδ i +cosδ i )ΔV
                 +V (sinδ i +cosδ i )Δm ] - D g Δω  }  
 
 
 
g
  
 
ag a gdo 1o co o gd a gqo 1o co o gq
1o co o gdo o gqo 1o o gdo o gqo c
co o gdo o gqo 1
here,
ΔP  =  [(2R i +m V sinδ ) Δi +(2R i +m V cosδ )Δi +
 m V (cosδ i -sinδ i )Δδ+m (sinδ i +cosδ i )ΔV
                  + V (sinδ i +cosδ i )Δm ]
 
w
      
                  +
[ ] s o t5           p(Δθ ) = ω (Δω  - Δω )
[ ] t m s s t
t
16           p(Δω ) = [ΔP - K  Δθ - D (Δω -0)]
2H  t
 
5 4
m 1 to 2 to 6
t t
ΔP =[6c n +5c n +...........+c ] Δn
30Here, Δn = -  Δω   and,
π
 
t
 
5 4s
t s 1 to 2 to 6
t t
-K -1 30p(Δω )  = Δθ + ([6 t tn +5c n +.......+c ] +D )Δω2H 2H π  
c
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[ ] c 1 g d 1 g q 2 id 2 2 iq17    p (V ) =  [m i s in δ+ m i c o sδ -m i c o sα + m i s in α ]C  2
 
c 1o o gd o gdo 1 1o o gdo
1o o gq o gqo 1 1o o gqo
2o 2o id 2o ido 2 2o 2o ido 2
1p(ΔV ) = [ m sinδ  Δi + sinδ i  Δm + m cosδ i  Δδ 
C
                  + m cosδ  Δi  + cosδ i  Δm - m sinδ i  Δδ 
                 - m cosα  Δi  - cosα i  Δm +m sinα i  Δα
      2o 2o iq 2o iqo 2 2o 2o iqo 2           + m sinα  Δi +sinα i  Δm +m cosα i  Δα ]
 
 
[ ] ( ) oid i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 b 1 12 2 12
i
ω8    p i  = -(R +k )i +(ω X -k )i -m V cosα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
( ) oid i 1 id eo i 2 iq i iqo e
i
2o 2o c co 2o 2 2o co 2o 2
ωp Δi  = [ - (R +k ) Δi +(ω X -k ) Δi +X i  Δω
X
                       - m cosα  ΔV  - V cosα  Δm  + m V sinα  Δα 0]−
 
 
 
 
[ ] ( ) oiq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 b 3 12 4 12
i
ω9     p i = -(ω X + k )i -(R + k )i +m V sinα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
( ) [
]
o
iq eo i 3 id i ido e i 4 iq
i
2o 2o c co 2o 2 2o co 2o 2
ωp Δi = - (ω X +k )Δi  - X i  Δω  - (R +k ) Δi  
X
                     + m sinα  ΔV  +V sinα  Δm +m V cosα  Δα 0−
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APPENDIX D 
 
 this section the small signal model of Variable Speed PMSG system with STATCOM 
Controller at Generator Side-Converter (Rectifier) system is obtained by linearizing the 
non-linear equations developed in the section 3.5 as given below; 
In
( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωp i = - R i  + X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ωp i = - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
o g
g s s ag g
g
p(δ) = ω (ω -1)
1
gω ) = (K θ - P - D (ω -1))2H
 
p(
s o t g
t m s s t
t
p(θ ) = ω (ω -ω )
1p(ω ) = (P - K θ - D (ω -1))
2H  
t
c 1 g d std 1 g q stq 2 id 2 2 iq 2
1p (V ) =  [m (i + i )s in δ+ m (i + i )co sδ -m i co sα + m i s inα ]
C
( )
( )
o
id i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 b 1 12 2 12
i
o
iq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 b 3 12 4 12
i
ωp i = -(R +k )i +(ω X -k )i -m V cosα -V (k g - k b )
X
ωp i = -(ω X + k )i -(R + k )i +m V sinα -V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
( )
( )
o
s td s t s td g s t s tq s t d c s t 1 c
s t
o
s tq g s t s td s t s tq s t d c s t 1 c
s t
ωp i =  -R i + ω L i + m V c o s (ψ )  -  m V s in δ
L
ω=  -ω L i -R i + m V s in (ψ )  -  m V c o s δ
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦p i
 
s t
d c s t s td s t s tq
d c
mp (V ) =  - co s (ψ )  . i +  s in (ψ ) . i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
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Since, linearization is done in Ap tate equations. Therefore, only 
STATCOM controller state equations / state equations affected due to STATCOM 
controller will be linearized and the rest will be ignored to avoid repetition. 
 
pendix C for 9 s
[ ] c 1 gd std 1 gq stq 2 id 2 2 iq 217    p(V ) = [m (i +i )sinδ+m (i +i )cosδ-m i cosα +m i sinα ]C
 
c 1o o gd o gdo 1 1o o gdo
1o o gq o gqo 1 1o o gqo
2o 2o id 2o ido 2 2o 2o ido 2
1p(ΔV ) = [ m sinδ  Δi + sinδ i  Δm + m cosδ i  Δδ 
C
                  + m cosδ  Δi  + cosδ i  Δm - m sinδ i  Δδ 
                 - m cosα  Δi  - cosα i  Δm +m sinα i  Δα
      2o 2o iq 2o iqo 2 2o 2o iqo 2
1o o std 1o o stq
           + m sinα  Δi +sinα i  Δm +m cosα i  Δα
                 + m sinδ  Δi m cosδ  Δi ] +
 
 
 
[ ] ( ) ostd st std g st stq st dc st 1 c
st
ω10    p i = -R i +ω L i +m V cos(ψ ) - m V sinδ
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( ) ostd st std go st stq sto sto dc dco sto st
st
sto dco sto st 1o co o 1o o c co o 1
ωp Δi  = -R  Δi +ω L  Δi +m cos(ψ ) ΔV +V cos(ψ ) Δm
L
         - m V sin(ψ ) Δψ -m V cosδ  Δδ - m sinδ  ΔV  -V sinδ  Δm ]
⎡⎣
 
( ) [
]
o
std 1o co o 1o o c st std go st stq
st
sto sto dc co o 1 dco sto st sto dco sto st
ωp Δi  = -m V cosδ  Δδ - m sinδ  ΔV  -R  Δi +ω L  Δi
L
+m cos(ψ ) ΔV -V sinδ  Δm +V cos(ψ ) Δm - m V sin(ψ ) Δψ
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[ ] ( ) ostq g st std st stq st dc st 1 c
st
ω
L ⎣ ⎦
 
11   p i =  -ω L i -R i +m V sin(ψ ) - m V cosδ⎡ ⎤
( ) ostq go st std st stq sto sto dc dco sto st
st
sto dco sto st 1o co o 1o o c co o 1
ωp Δi  = - ω L  Δi  -R  Δi +m sin(ψ )ΔV  +V sin(ψ )Δm
L
              +m V cos(ψ )Δψ +m V sinδ  Δδ - m cosδ  ΔV  -V cosδ  Δm ]
⎡⎣
 
 
 
( )
]
o
stq 1o co o 1o o c go st std st stq
st
sto sto dc co o 1 dco sto st sto dco sto st
ωp Δi  = m V sinδ  Δδ - m cosδ  ΔV - ω L  Δi  -R  Δi
L
+m sin(ψ )ΔV  -V cosδ  Δm V sin(ψ )Δm +m V cos(ψ )Δψ
⎡⎣
+
 
 
 
 
[ ] stdc st std st stq
dc
m12    p(V ) = - cos(ψ ) . i + sin(ψ ) . i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
 
dc sto sto std sto stdo st sto sto stqo st
dc
sto sto stq sto stqo st sto sto stdo st
1p(ΔV ) = - m cos(ψ ) Δi +cos(ψ ) i  Δm +m cos(ψ ) i  Δψ
C
                         +m sin(ψ ) Δi +sin(ψ ) i  Δm  - m sin(ψ ) i  Δψ ]
⎡⎣
 
 
 
dc sto sto std sto sto stq
dc
1p(ΔV ) = - [m cos(ψ ) Δ i +m sin(ψ ) Δ i ]
C  
 
(Since, istdo & istqo are having zero initial value). 
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The matrix representation of Linearized 12th order model of variable Speed PMSG 
system with STATCOM Controller on Rectifier side is as shown below; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
  
Where A, B are known as state matrix and input matrix of order [12 x 12], [12 x 5].  
 
gd 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1,10 1,11 1,12
gq 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2,10 2,
g
s
t
c
id
iq
std
stq
dc
p(Δi ) A A A A A A A A A A A A
p(Δi ) A A A A A A A A A A A
(Δδ)
(Δω )
p(Δθ )
p(Δω )
 = 
p(ΔV )
p(Δi )
(Δi )
(Δi )
(Δi )
p(ΔV )
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
11 2,12
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3,10 3,11 3,12
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4,10 4,11 4,12
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5,10 5,11 5,12
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6,10 6,11 6,12
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A79 7,10 7,11 7,12
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 8,10 8,11 8,12
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 9,10 9,11 9,12
10,1 10,2 10,3 10,4 10,5 10.6 10,7 10,8 10,9 10,10 10,11 10,12
11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5 11,6 11,7
A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A
gd
gq
g
s
t
c
id
iq
std
stq11,8 11,9 11,10 11,11 11,12
dc12,1 12,2 12,3 12,4 12,5 12,6 12,7 12,8 12,9 12,10 12,11 12,12
Δi
Δi
Δδ
Δω
Δθ
Δω
  
ΔV
Δi
Δi
Δi
ΔiA A A A
ΔVA A A A A A A A A A A A
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
p
p
p
p
p
 
 
 
 
 
11 12 13 14 15
21 22 23 24 25
31 32 33 34 35
41 42 43 44 45
51 52 53 54 55
61 62 63 64 65
71 72 73 74 75
81 82 83 84 85
95
10.5
11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5
12,1 12,12
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
   +
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B
B B B B B
B B
1
2
2
st
st
12,3 12,4 12,5
Δm
Δm
 Δα
Δm
Δψ
B B B
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣
91 92 93 94
10,1 10,2 10,3 10,4B B B B
⎦⎢ ⎥
⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
⎢ ⎥⎢  
       
The matrix elements of [ A ] are as given below; 
 
o q o q gqoo a o 10 co o
11 12 13 14
d d d
ω X ω X iω R ω m V cos
d
= -        A =         A = -         A = 
X X X X
δ  A
o 10 o
15 16 17 18 19 1,10 1,11 1,12
d
ω m sinδA = A = 0        A  = -     A = A = A = A =A = 0 
X
 
o o d gdoo d o a o 10 co o
21 22 23 24
q q q
ω (ψ -X i )ω X ω R ω m V sinδA = -        A = -         A =         A = 
X X X X
 
q
o 10 o
25 26 27 28 29 2,10 2,11 2,12
q
ω m cosδA = A = 0        A  = -         A = A = A = A =A = 0
X
 
31 32 33 34 o 35 36 37 38 39 3,10 3,11 3,12A = A  = A  = 0       A =       A  = A = A  = A = A  = A  = A = A  = 0ω
 
a gdo gdo a gqo gqo
41 42
g g
- (2R i +V ) - (2R i +V )
A =        A = 
2H 2H
 
gdo gqo gqo gdo g s
43 44 45 46
g g g
(V i - V i ) - D K=        A =        A =        A = 0
2H 2H 2H
 A
gdo gdo gqo gqo
47 48 49 4,10 4,11 4,12
co g
-(V i + V i )
A =        A = A = A = A = A = 0
V  2H
 
A51 52 53 54 o 56 o 55 57 58 59 5,10 5,11 5,12= A  = A  = 0    A = -    A =    A =A =A =A =A =A =A = 0ω ω
 
s
61 62 63A = A = A  = A = 064 65 67 68 69 6,10 6,11 6,12
t
K= 0    A = -     A = A =A = A = A =A
2H
5 4 3 2 1
1 to 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 to 6 t
66
t
(6C ω + 5C ω + 4C ω + 3C ω + 2C ω + C )+ DA =  - 
2H  
 
10 o gdo o gqo10 o 10 o
71 72 73A =         A =         A = C C C
 
m (cosδ i  - sinδ i )m sinδ m cosδ
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20m  c 20 20 20
74 75 76 77 78 79
osα m  sinαA = A  = A  = A  = 0       A = -        A = 
C C  
10 0 10 0
7,10 7,11 7,12
m  sinδ m  cosδA =        A =         A = 0
C C  
 
81 82 83 84 85 86 8,10 8,11 8,12A = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o 20 20 o i 1 o i 2
87 88 89
i i
ω  m  cosα ω  (R +K ) ω  (X - K )A = -           A = -         A = 
X X  iX
 
91 92 93 94 95 96 9,10 9,11 9,12A = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o 20 20 o i 3 o i 4
97 98 99
i i
ω  m  sinα ω  (X +K ) ω  (R + K )
i
= -         A = -         A = 
X X X  
 
A
10,1 10,2 10,4 10,5 10,6 10,8 10,9A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o gqo o 1o o
10,3 10,7
st st
- ω V - ω m sinδA =       A  = 
L L
 
o st o sto sto
10,10 10,12 o 10,12
st st
- ω  R ω m cosψA =         A = ω         A = 
L L  
 
A11,1 11,2 11,4 11,5 11,6 11,8 11,9 = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o gdo o 1o o
11,3 11,7
st st
ω V - ω m cosδA =       A  = 
L L
 
o st o sto sto
11,10 o 11,11 11,12
st st
- ω  R ω m sinψA = - ω         A =         A = 
L L  
 
12,1 12,2 12,4 12,5 12,6 12,8 12,9A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
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sto sto sto sto
12,10 12,11 12,12
dc dc
- m cosψ - m sinψA  =           A  =          A  = 0
C C  
 
 
The matrix elements of [ B ] are as given below; 
 
o co o
11 12 13 14 15
d
ω V sinδB = -         B = B = B = B = 0
X
o co o
21 22 23 24 25
q
ω V cosδB = -         B = B = B = B  = 0
X
 
31 32 33 34 35B = B = B = B = B  = 0  
co o gdo o gqo
41 42 43 44 45
g
V (sinδ i +cosδ i )
B = -         B = B = B = B  = 0
2H
 
51 52 53 54 55 61 62 63 64 65B = B = B = B = B  = 0        B = B = B = B = B  = 0  
o gdo o gqo 2o iqo 2o ido
71 72
(sinδ i  + cosδ i ) (sinα i  - cosα i )
=           B = 
C C
B  
2o 2o ido 2o iqo
73 74 75
m (sinα i  + cosα i )
B =           B   B   0
C
= =  
o co 2o o 2o co 2o
81 82 83 84 85
i i
ω V cosα ω m V sinαB = 0        B = -          B =          B = B = 0
X X
 
o co 2o o 2o co 2o
91 92 93 94 95
i i
ω V sinα ω m V cosα= 0        B =          B =            B = B = 0
X X
 B
o co o
10,1 10,2 10,3
st
ω V sinδB = -         B =  B =  0
L
 
o stqoo dco sto
10,4 10,5
st st
- ω Vω V  cosψB =         B = 
L L
 
o co o
11 ,1 11 ,2 11 ,3
st
ω V cosδB =  -         B =  B =  0
L
 
o dco sto o stdo
11,4 11,5
st st
ω V  sinψ ω VB =         B = 
L L  
12,1 12,2 12,3 12,4 12,5B = B = B = B = B  = 0  
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APPENDIX E 
 
 this section the small signal model of Variable Speed PMSG system with STATCOM 
tem is obtained by linearizing the non-
near equations developed in the section 3.5. The state equations for the 12th order model 
are as shown below; 
 
In
Controller at Grid Side-Converter (Inverter) sys
li
( )
( )
o
gd a gd q gq g 1 c
d
o
gq d gd g a gq o g 1 c
q
ωp i = - R i  + X i ω - m V sinδ
X
ωp i = - X i ω - R i  + ψ ω - m V cosδ
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
o g
g s s ag g
g
p(δ) = ω (ω -1)
1p(ω ) = (K θ - P - D (ω -1))
2H
 
g
s o t g
t m s s t
t
p(θ ) = ω (ω -ω )
1p(ω ) = (P - K θ - D (ω -1))
2H  
t
c 1 gd 1 gq 2 id 2 2 iq 2
1p(V ) =  [m i sinδ+m i cosδ-m i cosα +m i sinα ]
C  
 
( ) oid i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 1 std 2 stq b 1 12 2 12
i
ωp i = - (R +k )i +(ω X -k )i  - m V cosα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
( ) oiq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 3 std 4 stq b 3 12 4 12
i
ωp i = - (ωX + k )i  - (R + k )i  + m Vsinα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
st
dc st std st stq
dc
mp(V ) = - cos(ψ ) . i +  sin(ψ ) . i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  
 
Since, linearization is done in Appendix C for 9 state equations. Therefore, only 
STATCOM controller state equations / state equations affected due to STATCOM 
controller will be linearized and the rest will be ignored to avoid repetition. 
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[ ] ( ) oid i 1 id e i 2 iq 2 c 2 1 std 2 stq b 1 12 2 12
iX
ω8   p i = - (R +k )i +(ω X -k )i  - m Vcosα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( ) oid i 1 id eo i 2 iq 2o 2o c
i
co
ω
α
X
            -V cos
⎣
2o 2 2o co 2o 2 1 std 2 stq
p i = - (R +k ) Δi +(ω X -k ) Δi  - m cos  ΔV
α  Δm m V sinα  Δα  - k Δi  - k Δi
⎡Δ
⎤+ ⎦  
 
( ) oid i 1 id eo i 2 iq 2o 2o c
i
1 std 2 stq co 2o 2 2o co 2o 2
ωp i = - (R +k ) Δi +(ω X -k ) Δi  - m cosα  ΔV
X
            - k Δi  - k Δi  -V cosα  Δm m V sinα  Δα
⎡Δ ⎣
⎤+ ⎦
 
 
[ ] ( ) oiq e i 3 id i 4 iq 2 c 2 3 std 4 stq b 3 12 4 12
i
ω9   p i = - (ωX + k )i  - (R + k )i  + m Vsinα  - k i  - k i  - V (k g - k b )
X
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
( ) oiq eo i 3 id i 4 iq 2o 2o c
i
co 2o 2 2o co 2o 2 3 std 4 stq
ωp Δi = - (ω X +k ) Δi  -(R + k ) Δi  -m sinα ΔV
X
            +V sinα  Δm +m V cosα  Δα  - k Δi  - k Δi
⎡⎣
⎤⎦  
 
( ) oiq eo i 3 id i 4 iq 2o 2o c
i
3 std 4 stq co 2o 2 2o co 2o 2
ωp Δi = - (ω X +k ) Δi  -(R + k ) Δi  -m sinα ΔV
X
            - k Δi  - k Δi +V sinα  Δm +m V cosα  Δα
⎡⎣
⎤⎦
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[ ] ( ) ostd 1 id 2 iq st std e st stq st dc st b 1 12 2 12
st
ω10   p i = - k  i  - k  i - R i +ω L i +m V cos(ψ ) - V (k g -k b )⎡ ⎤
 
L ⎣ ⎦
( )
]
o
std 1 id 2 iq st std eo st stq sto sto dc
st
dco sto st sto dco sto st
ωp Δi  = -k  i  -k  i  -R  Δi +ω L  Δi +m cos(ψ ) ΔV
L
                          +V cos(ψ ) Δm - m V sin(ψ ) Δψ
⎡ Δ Δ⎣
 
 
[ ] ( ) ostq 3 id 4 iq e st std st stq st dc st b 3 12 4 12
st
ω11   p i = - k  i  - k  i -ω L i  - R i +m V sin(ψ ) - V (k g -k b )
L
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
 
( )
]
o
stq 3 id 4 iq eo st std st stq sto sto dc
st
dco sto st sto dco sto st
ωp Δi  = -k  i -k i - ω L  Δi  -R  Δi +m sin(ψ )ΔV
L
                           +V sin(ψ )Δm +m V cos(ψ )Δψ
⎡ Δ Δ⎣
 
 
 
[ ] stdc st std st stq
dc
m12    p(V ) = - cos(ψ ) . i + sin(ψ ) . i
C
⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦
 
dc sto sto std sto stdo st sto sto stqo st
dc
sto sto stq sto stqo st sto sto stdo st
1p(ΔV ) = - m cos(ψ ) Δi +cos(ψ ) i  Δm +m cos(ψ ) i  Δψ
C
                         +m sin(ψ ) Δi +sin(ψ ) i  Δm  - m sin(ψ ) i  Δψ ]
⎡⎣
 
dc sto sto std sto sto stq
dc
1p(ΔV ) = - [m cos(ψ ) Δ i +m sin(ψ ) Δ i ]
C  
 
(Since istdo, istqo are having zero initial value). 
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The ma odel of variable Speed PMSG 
stem
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
here A, B are known as state matrix and input matrix of order [12 x 12], [12 x 5].  
 
 
trix representation of Linearized 12th order m
 with STATCOM Controller on Inverter side is as shown below; sy
gd 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 1,10 1,11 1,12
gq 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 2,10 2,
g
s
t
c
id
iq
std
stq
dc
p(Δi ) A A A A A A A A A A A A
p(Δi ) A A A A A A A A A A A
(Δδ)
p(Δω )
p(Δθ )
p(Δω )
 = 
p(ΔV )
(Δi )
(Δi )
p(Δi )
p(Δi )
p(ΔV )
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
11 2,12
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 3,10 3,11 3,12
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 4,10 4,11 4,12
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 5,10 5,11 5,12
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 6,10 6,11 6,12
71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78
A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A79 7,10 7,11 7,12
81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 8,10 8,11 8,12
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 9,10 9,11 9,12
10,1 10,2 10,3 10,4 10,5 10.6 10,7 10,8 10,9 10,10 10,11 10,12
11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5 11,6 11,7
A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A A A A A
A A A A A A A A
gd
gq
g
s
t
c
id
iq
std
stq11,8 11,9 11,10 11,11 11,12
dc12,1 12,2 12,3 12,4 12,5 12,6 12,7 12,8 12,9 12,10 12,11 12,12
Δi
Δi
Δδ
Δω
Δθ
Δω
  
ΔV
Δi
Δi
Δi
ΔiA A A A
ΔVA A A A A A A A A A A A
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦
+
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥
p
p
p
 
11 12 13 14 15
21 22 23 24 25
31 32 33 34 35
41 42 43 44 45
51 52 53 54 55
61 62 63 64 65
71 72 73 74 75
81 82 83 84 85
91 92 93 94 95
10,1 10,2 10,3 10,4 10.5
11,1 11,2 11,3 11,4 11,5
12,1 12,12
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
   +
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B B B B
B B
1
2
2
st
st
12,3 12,4 12,5
Δm
Δm
 Δα
Δm
Δψ
B B B
⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎡ ⎤⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ 
 ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
 
W
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The matrix elements of [ A ] are as given below; 
o q o q gqoo a o 10 co o
11 12 13 14
d d d
ω X ω X i
A = -        A =         A = -         A = 
X X X Xd
ω R ω m V cosδ  
o 10 o
15 16 17 18 19 1,10 1,11 1,12
d
ω m sinδA = A = 0        A  = -     A = A = A = A =A = 0 
X
 
 
o o d gdoo d o a o 10 co o
21 22 23 24
q q q
ω (ψ -X i )ω X ω R ω m V sinδA = -        A = -         A =         A = 
X X X X
 
q
o 10 o
25 26 27 28 29 2,10 2,11 2,12
q
ω m cosδA = A = 0        A  = -         A = A = A = A =A = 0
X
 
31 32 33 34 o 35 36 37 38 39 3,10 3,11 3,12A = A  = A  = 0       A =       A  = A = A  = A = A  = A  = A = A  = 0ω
 
a gdo gdo a gqo gqo
41 42
g g
- (2R i +V ) - (2R i +V )
A =        A = 
2H 2H
 
gdo gqo gqo gdo g s
43 44 45 46
g g g
(V i - V i ) - D K=        A =        A =        A = 0
2H 2H 2H
 A
gdo gdo gqo gqo
47 48 49 4,10 4,11 4,12
co g
-(V i + V i )
A =        A = A = A = A = A = 0
V  2H
 
 
51 52A = A  = A =A = 053 54 o 56 o 55 57 58 59 5,10 5,11 5,12 = 0    A = -    A =    A =A =A =A =A =Aω ω
 
s
61 62 63 64 65 67 68 69 6,10 6,11 6,12
t
KA = A = A  = A = 0    A = -     A = A =A = A = A =A = 0
2H
5 4 3 2 1
1 to 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 to 6 t
66
t2H
(6C ω + 5C ω + 4C ω + 3C ω + 2C ω + C )+ D -  
 
A =
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10 o gdo o gqo10 o 10 o
71 72 73
m (cosδ i  - sinδ i )m sinδ m cosδA =         A =         A = 
C
 
C C
74 75 76 77 7,10 7,11 7,12A = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A = 0  
20 20 20 20
78 79
m  cosα m  sinαA = -        A = 
C C
 
 
A81 82 83 84 85 86 8,12= A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o 20 20 o i 1 o i 2
87 88 89
i i
ω  m  cosα ω  (R +K ) ω  (X - K )A = -           A = -         A = 
X X
 
iX
o 1 o 2
8,10 8,11
i i
ω  K ω  KA = -         A = -
X X
 
 
91 92 93 94 95 96 9,12A = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o 20 20 o i 3 o i 4
97 98 99
i i
ω  m  sinα ω  (X +K ) ω  (R + K )A = -         A = -         A = 
X X
 
iX
o 3 o 4
9,10 9,11
i i
ω  K ω  KA = -         A = -
X X
 
 
A10,1 10,2 10,4 10,5 10,6 10,8 10,9 = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o gqo o 1o o
10,3 10,7
st st
- ω V - ω m sinδA =       A  = 
L L
 
o st o sto sto
10,10 10,11 o 10,12
st st
- ω  R ω m cosψA =         A = ω         A = 
L L  
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A11,1 11,2 11,4 11,5 11,6 11,8 11,9 = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
o gdo o 1o o
11,3 11,7
st st
ω V - ω m cosδA =       A  = 
L L
 
o st o sto sto
11,10 o 11,11 11,12
st st
- ω  R ω m sinψA = - ω         A =         A = 
L L  
 
12,1 12,2 12,3 12,4 12,5 12,6 12,8 12,9A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = A  = 0  
sto sto sto sto
12,10 12,11 12,12
dc dc
- m cosψ - m sinψA  =           A  =          A  = 0
C C  
 
 
 
The matrix elements of [ B ] are as given below; 
o co o
11 12 13 14 15
d
ω V sinδB = -         B = B = B = B = 0
X
o co o
21 22 23 24 25
q
ω V cosδB = -         B = B = B = B  = 0
X
 
31 32 33 34 35B = B = B = B = B  = 0  
co o gdo o gqo
41 42 43 44 45
g
V (sinδ i +cosδ i )
B = -         B = B = B = B  = 0
2H
 
51 52 53 54 55 61 62 63 64 65B = B = B = B = B  = 0        B = B = B = B = B  = 0  
o gdo o gqo 2o iqo 2o ido
71 72
(sinδ i  + cosδ i ) (sinα i  - cosα i )
=           B = 
C C
B  
2o 2o ido 2o iqo
73 74 75
m (sinα i  + cosα i )
B =           B   B   0
C
= =  
o co 2o o 2o co 2o
81 82 83 84 85
i i
ω V cosα ω m V sinαB = 0        B = -          B =          B = B = 0
X X
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o co 2o o 2o co 2o
91 92 93 94 95
i i
ω V sinα ω m V cosαB = 0        B =          B =            B = B = 0
X X
 
10,1 10,2 10,3B = B = B = 0
o stqoo dco sto
10,4 10,5
st st
- ω Vω V  cosψB =         B = 
L L
 
11,1 11,2 11,3B = B = B = 0
o dco sto o stdo
11,4 11,5
st st
ω V  sinψ ω VB =         B = 
L L  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 ,1 12 ,2 12 ,3 12 ,4 12 ,5=  B =  B =  B =  B  =  0  B
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